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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE - B.C. ASSOCIATION

Although our numbers are dwindling and
most of us are in our seventies,
members of the B.C. Association
continue to show an active interest in the
affairs of our Association. I think the
decision to hold luncheons combined
with the annual general meeting, in
alternate years in Victoria and Greater
Vancouver,   has  paid  handsome
dividends. The inclusion of wives and
friends has been a decided asset. We
expect, for example, over forty to attend
our annual general meeting and
luncheon in Victoria on 23 October 1996.

Our Association, including individual
members, has continued to support,
both financially and otherwise, the
Museum Foundation. In years to come,
apart from the wonderful traditions of the
Regiment, the Museum will be one of the
most important visual links with past
achievements.

 I deeply regret that for health reasons I
am not able to stand for re-election this
year as President. I wish to thank all
members for their support during the
past three years and also during the
many years I was a Director. I have been
blessed with a first class Executive, who
have given freely of their time and effort,
for which I am deeply grateful. Also, I
wish to thank the Presidents, Executive
and members of the Edmonton Branch
for their help and co-operation.

A new President and Executive will be
elected at the forthcoming annual
general meeting. But it is becoming
increasingly difficult to obtain members
to serve - age and health are taking their
deadly toll. I sincerely hope that new
additional names will be put forward in
years to come - so that the B.C.
Association may continue to exist as a
recognizable unit.

Fraternally,
John Dougan.

Edmonton Branch
Box 501
Edmonton, AB
T5J 2K1

Please send your Membership to:
         49th Battalion

 The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
          Association

$10.00 each

            B.C. Branch
   c/o W.A.(Doug) Burns

Apt 104, 945 McClure St.
   Victoria, BC V8V 3E8
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND LUNCHEON - B.C. BRANCH
                 23 OCTOBER 1996

The meeting and luncheon were held at
the Executive House Hotel, Barkley
Dining Room with 45 members and
guests in attendance. A pre-luncheon
no-host bar flourished until the piper,
Cpl. Kevin Mclntyre sounded the call for
lunch and piped in our head table
guests; President and Mrs. John
Dougan, MGen George Kitching (the
senior ranking officer present), Hon.
 Brig. Henry (Budge) Bell-lrving and his
wife Nancy, and LCol Al Baylis, President
 of The Seaforth Highlanders of Canada
 Regimental Association from the lower
 mainland.

 President John Dougan welcomed all in
 attendance and expressed the regrets of
 our Hon. President, Col. Jim Stone, who
 could not attend because of some
 mobility problems. He also pointed out
 that October 23rd was the anniversary of
 the taking of Colie d'Anchise in 1943
 after a bitter three day battle. Padre Kent
 Rogers then  gave the act  of
 commemoration and read the names of
 fallen comrades and members: Earl C.
 Dick, Ken D.F. McKenzie, Pierson (Pip)
 Muirhead, J. Aiex McConnell, Al A.
 Wachter, Eleanor Purvis (widow of Al
 Purvis) and Fred Reesor.

 Jack McBride gave his favourite Scots
 Grace and we partook of our luncheon
 consisting of: mixed green salad, fresh
 grilled salmon, rice, fresh vegetables and
 creme caramel dessert. Hon Big. henry
 (Budge) Bell-lrving then proposed the
 loyal toast to HM the Queen of Canada.

 After a short break, Pres. Dougan gave
 his President's Report. He thanked all

members for their support during his
tenure of office and previously as master
of ceremonies for our annual picnic. He
also thanked the members of the
Executive for their volunteer services and
said he hoped this spirit of volunteerism
would enable our Branch to continue for
some time to come.

The Sec. Treas. then gave his report
indicating that we have 107 active
regimental members and lady members,
of whom 94 reside in B.C., 6 in Alberta,
4 in Ontario, 2 in Saskatchewan, and
 one in Queensland Australia.

 In addition to our guests at the head
 table, present were: Garry Browne, Doris
 Petley, Doug and Paddy Burns, Jack
 and Dorothy DeLorme, Les Duncan, Sid
 Fry, Jack and Jean Haley, Ron and
 Shirley Hill, Alon Johnson, Doris Cunliffe,
 Ellen Jones, Jean Middleton, Alex and
 Mary Kohuch, Keith MacGregor, Jack
 and Dorothy McBride, Jean McKenzie,
 Phyllis Remple, Dave and Charles Petrie,
 Doug and Pat Rogers, Kent and Helen
 Rogers, Ken and Eleanor Sherwood,
 Harold Smythe, Len Tuppen, Ken
 Tingley, and Piper Kevin Mclntyre.

 Regrets and best wishes were received
 from Steve Andrunyk, Ernie Black, Jack
 Boddington, Ed Bradish, Bill Dunbar,
 Charlie Lamberton, John Harris, Alex
 Macdonald, Frank McDougall, Wilf
 Moreau,  Harry  Quarton,  Bob
 Summersgill,  Warren  Hall,   Dave
 LaRiviere, Les Taplin, Steve Henke, Kay
 Guthrie,  Irene Jackson,  Mickey
  Macdonald and Gwen Russell.
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 The abbreviated financial statement
 indicates that we continue to be solvent
 with a current bank balance of
 $6,347.36.

 Before calling on Jack Haley for the
 Toast to the Regiment President Dougan
 asked everyone to acknowledge our only
 survivor of both world wars, Dave Petrie,
 who has been a faithful attendee at our
 social functions and also a generous
 benefactor. He also expressed deep
 regret at the passing of Pierson (Pip)
 Muirhead, our other veteran of both
wars, on 14 May 1996 and Fred Reesor
on 16 July 1996. Fred was the brother-
 in-law of Alan Macdonald and a dose
personal friend of the Dougans. John
reported that the Branch had made a
donation to the Regimental Museum of
$500. in 1996 and encouraged us to
support the Museum in whatever way we
could.

Jack Haley then gave his inspirational
toast, recounting the period from his
joining the Regiment, training  in
England, landing in Sicily and then on to
Italy. MGen George Kitching responded
to the toast in a most fitting way and
recalled that General Crerar had selected
our Regiment to participate in the victory
celebration in Berlin.

President Dougan  outlined the
recommendation of the Executive
Committee to increase the term of office
for officers and directors to two years
which was agreed to by the meeting. He
said he would be unable to stand for a
further term as president because of
health reasons and called upon MGen
Kitching to present the report of the
nominating committee for the election of
officers and directors for the next two
years. The 1997-98 executive committee

will be:

Honorary President - Jim Stone
Past President - John Dougan
President - Doug Rogers
Vice-President - Jack Haley
Secretary-Treasurer - Doug Burns
Directors -  Ed Bradish

             Alon Johnson
             Jack McBride

Doug Rogers, in accepting the mantle of
President from John Dougan, paid
tribute to John's contribution to the
Branch and reminded all present that
John was a Rhodes Scholar, a
distinguished  diplomat  and  twice
decorated for bravery. He further
acknowledged that he had some mighty
big shoes to fill.

While the Piper warmed up his pipes in
the foyer, Ken Tingley was introduced
and then he gave an outline of his
endeavors on behalf of the Regimental
Museum. Following 'Bonnie Dundee' the
meeting adjourned for further socializing
in the Polo Lounge until departure.

Our next meeting will be held at the
Delta Pacific Resort and Convention
Centre on 15 October 1997.

Respectfully submitted,

W.A. Doug Burns,
Secretary-Treasurer
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE - EDMONTON BRANCH

The next few years will be critical to the
survival of the regimental association.
There have been a significant number of
men and women serve with the regiment
since the 1950s. All members of the
association must make a concerted
effort to contact them and encourage
them to join our ranks. To that end I
challenge each and every one of you to
send us the names - contact information
- of soldiers you know who served with
the Eddie's but are not currently
members. We are planning a series of
advertisements in local, community radio
stations and papers in central and
northern Alberta. The aim is to get the
message out to those people about the
association,

To raise our profile Fred Russell (1960s
vintage Eddie) is proposing to form a
team to climb Mount Kerr and Mount
Kinross. As you may not know the
mountains are located in the Victoria
Cross Range in the national park. I think
Fred's idea is a splendid one and I am
sure it will receive the full support of the
executive when he presents it. It is these
type of ideas that will help us raise our
profile and attract members, new and
old, into the association's fold.

As to the unit, every effort must be made
to encourage them to join and maintain
their membership after they leave the
unit. To that end the executive will be
reviewing ideas that, we hope, will
effectively integrate the serving soldiers
into the association. They must be made
to feel that they are a vital part of our
organization or we will have failed in our
duty to preserve the traditions and
values of the Regiment.

We cannot fail in our efforts to raise
our membership.

Onto happier news. Our regimental
museum will have finally opened its
doors by the time you read this report, it
has taken much longer than anticipated
but better late than never.

Now I would like to wish you all a Merry
Christmas and a prosperous and happy
New Year. All the best and I will see you
at the Annual Banquet in September
1997.

Fears No Foe
Chris Atkin
President

CAMP HARRIS - MORE IMPROVEMENTS

Why not have your social group come to
Camp Harris? Glenn Jones advises me
that our regimental acreage on the west
end of Edmonton has been improving
continuously since last year's report in
the Forty-Niner. The old "Sergeants'
Mess" has seen its fireplace renovated,
the walls painted and the place looks

like new. It's now suitable for
winter functions. The main thing missing
is more bookings. If your social group is
searching  for something  different,
without the long drive to the wilderness
call Leo or Gloria at 489-1925. Rental
rate for full use of all facilities remains
only $100.00 per day.



                          EDMONTON BRANCH
                    ANNUAL GENERAL MEETINGS

Editor's note: due to the change in annual meetings from January to the Fall of each year there were two
Annual General Meetings held in 1996.

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the 49th Battalion. The Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Association - held at the Kingswav Branch. Royal Canadian Legion - 20
January 1996

 The meeting was called to order by
 Wally Ross at 1505 hrs with the
 attendance sheet being circulated. A
 minute of silence was observed to
 remember fallen comrades.

The minutes of the 1995 Annual General
 Meeting, as circulated in the 1995
 Fortyniner, was moved for adoption by
Lem Mundorf. Seconded by Bill Shaw.
Carried.

President's Report: Wally Ross reported
that the twinning of the cities of Grande
Prairie and Ortona is nearing completion.
Ross thanked the members in Grande
Prairie for a wonderful picnic last
summer. Ross advise the meeting that
he delivered the commemorative plaque
to the City of Ortona last spring as well.
Ross was involved in the "Canada
Remembers Committee" in November
1995 where a maple tree was planted
south of the Prince of Wales Armouries.

Treasurer's Report: Glenn Jones, who
took over for Barney Olson, provided
members present with reports and
advised that we have a net loss of
$1250. He answered queries about his
report and the membership thanked him
for a job well done. Jones commended
the work Barney Olson had done as our
Treasurer over the last many years.
Glenn is looking into better investments

for our money in the bank. Last year's
banquet made a profit of $8.00.
Acceptance of the report was moved by
Jones and seconded by Wally McVee.
Carried.

Fortyniner Magazine: lan Edwards, who
also took over from Barney, reported he
really enjoyed preparing the magazine
this year and encouraged all of us to get
articles to him as soon as possible for
the next magazine. He tried to include
articles from all the ages and eras
involved in our Association. Kevin
Weidlich moved and Bruce Zawalsky
seconded that the Association allow
advertising in our magazine to help pay
for it. Carried. Weidlick volunteered to
solicit advertising. Report moved by lan
Edwards, seconded by Vince Westacott.
Carried.

Museum Report: Chris Atkin, Deputy
Director, reported that the cost to get our
Museum to an operating level would be
around $252,000. and that does not
include display cabinets. Demolition
started in October 1995. Atkin mentioned
that there is a very methodical plan in
place in the setting up of the Museum.
The security system will be "state of the
art" and very expensive. Report moved
by Chris Atkin, seconded by Ralph
Craven. Carried.



City Police Pipe Band Proposal: Lonnie
Croal spoke on behalf of The City of
Edmonton Police Pipe Band, asking
them to be allowed to become associate
members of our Association. The Pipe
Band would also like to see a closer
relationship between our respective
museums. Moved by Ed Boyd that the
City of Edmonton Police Pipe Band be
allowed to become associate members
of our Association, seconded by Bill
Shaw. Carried.

Membership Report: Ed Boyd reported
that we have to make sure our
addresses are correct. He wants to see
more of the young soldiers become
members. Report moved by Ed Boyd,
seconded by lan Edwards. Carried.

Nomination Committee: Ed Boyd read
out a proposed slate of officers for 1996
and invited nominations from the floor.
Bruce Zawalsky and Jack Toy were
nominated for Executive Members. Bill
Shaw and Paul Cote asked to retire from
the Executive to make room for the two
new members.  Chris Atkin was
nominated for President. An election for
 President was held and Chris Atkin was
elected as President. Atkin took over as
Chair of the meeting and thanked the
 members for their vote of confidence. He
thanked Wally Ross for being a very
 hard working President. WaSly Ross now
 becomes Past President.

 Report on the Regiment: Major Norm
 Greene reported on behalf of Lieutenant
 Colonel Bewick that the unit is at a
 healthy strength. The new Reserve
 restructuring will tell us in February 1996
 what the new Reserve will look like in
 Canada. There will be a change of
 command in April. The Regimental Band
 is also very strong. Report moved by

Major Greene, seconded by Kevin
Weidlich. Carried.

Other Business: Earl Watt moved,
seconded by Kevin Weidlich that the
date of our Annual General Meeting and
dinner be changed to the fall to
accommodate members who have to
travel long distances and to have better
weather. Carried. The Executive is to
plan the date.

Gienn Jones was asked to report on
Camp Harris, Jones advised us that the
new caretakers and Wayne Johnston
have done a lot of work on the property
and have made many improvements to
our rental facility. If any member knows
of any group wishing to use a facility like
Camp Harris at a $100. rental, please
call the caretakers at 489-1925.

Moved by Kevin Weidlich, seconded by
Dennis Fleck that the regimental picnic
be held on Lestock Day weekend which
is the first Saturday of June each year.
Carried.

Keith Wakefield moved to adjourn at
 1630 hrs. Carried.



Meeting was called to order by the
President, Chris Atkin, at 1500 hrs. A
minute of silence was observed to
remember fallen comrades.

The minutes of the (first) 1996 Annual
General Meeting, held in January 1996,
was moved for adoption by Lee
Ahlstrom. Seconded by Ear! Watt.
Carried.

Treasurer's  Report:   Glenn  Jones
reported we have a balance of $3700.
However, our magazine should take
most of that balance and is therefore not
a true surplus. We lost $300. on our
banquet last year (January 1996) which
called for the increase in our cost this
year. Our finances are in good order
with Jones putting our savings into a
better interest account. Moved by Ed
McLean, seconded by Vince Westacott.
Carried.

Membership Report: Given by Ed Boyd,
seconded by Lem Mundorf. Carried.

Magazine Report: Given by lan Edwards.
We are looking for a December issue
this year.  Edwards is accepting
advertising to help offset cost. Report
moved by Kevin Weidlich, seconded by
Vince Westacott. Carried.

Museum Report: Given by Chris Atkin.
We have already spent $250,000.
developing the main floor. Phase I is
complete.  Phase II  needs more
donations to reach the $180,000.
required to finish the alarm system and
storage space in the basement. Atkin
reminded the membership that all

donations are matched by grants so
your donation doubles in value to the
Museum. Members were invited to see
the Museum's progress after the
meeting. Moved by Lee Ahlstrom,
seconded by Doug Thorlakson. Carried.

Honorary  Colonel's  Report:  HCol
Chapman  advised  us  on  the
restructuring of the Reserves. The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment was slated to end
up as a mere sub-unit company,
although still permitted to wear our
distinctive windmill cap badge. This was
unacceptable. A group of honorary
colonels and other influentials (Reserves
2000 committee) had made great strides
to alter this course. Good news for the
Regiment could be here soon.

Commanding Officer's Report: LCol
Grant McLean reported that we have five
soldiers en route to Bosnia. Our
historical importance proves our viability.
McLean wanted to investigate use of the
internet to tell our story.

Nominating  Committee:  Ed  Boyd
proposed slate of officers for 1996-1997
be the same as current and invited
further nominations from the floor. There
were no further nominations. Moved by
Ed Boyd, seconded by Earl Watts that
existing slate be re-elected. Carried.

Lem Mundorf moved to adjourn at 1600
hrs. Carried.
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MUSEUM REPORT 1996
                       Prepared by Chris Atkin, Deputy Director

The last two years have been ones of
great activity for the museum executive.
In the short period January 1995 to
December 1996 we have:

a.    started negotiations (early 1995)
      on an operating agreement with
      the City of Edmonton to exempt
       us from paying rent. That has
       been concluded and the
       agreement has been signed.

 b.    completed the development of the
       main  floor display  and
       administrative spaces.

 c.    completed the development of the
       basement storage spaces less the
       storage units themselves.

 d.    designed and had built 20 display
       cases for the main display area.

 e.    contracted the construction of two
       custom built mannequins for
       Griesbach's and  Bannard's
       uniforms.

 In 1997 we hope to have the money
 raised to allow us to install the storage
 units in the basement as well as
 purchase office equipment and
 additional display cases.

 As mentioned in my last newsletter we
 are approximately $15,000. short to
 complete Phase II, Many of you have
 already given so much I hate to ask you
 to help us yet again. So I won't! I am
 challenging those who have yet to
  donate anything to do so. It's your time
 to step forward and heip the museum

reach its goal.

Phase III is budgeted for $180,000. and
as  mentioned  will complete the
basement, office spaces and hopefully
the displays.

The official opening of the museum will
be in or around VE Day in 1997.
However, on 7 December 1996 we will
have had a preview (unofficial opening).
There are two reasons for this. One is so
we can get into the 1996/97 grants
cycle. The other is to raise awareness in
the museum and the accomplishments
to date.

 In this and future reports we will be
 doing stories on the artifacts that we
 have in the collection. This time we are
 looking at Dave Barbour's uniform and
 medals and the Mons Bugle.

 The Mons Bugle



This bugle blew Retreat on 11 November
1918 in the city of Mons, Belgium. Little
other than that is known for certain. It is
believed that Len Dawes was the one
accorded the honour but that is not
certain. Len was a member of the
Regiment in both world wars. Maurice

Doll of the Provincial Museum believes
that all units in Mons at the time
assigned a bugler to blow Retreat. A sort
of massed bugle band if you like. But
again, Maurice cannot substantiate his
assertion.

Dave Barbour

Dave made provision for his medals and
uniform to come to the museum on his
passing. As you may recall Dave was a
Distinguished Conduct Medal and
Military Medal winner. A rare group. He
has one wound strip on his uniform and
he left the Canadian Expeditionary Force
with the rank of Sergeant at the end of
the war. His medals show that he held

the appointment of CQMS. The museum
also has his diaries in our archives and
a number of other artifacts from Dave.
One of the most interesting is a
"Welcome Home" pennant signed by
many men of the 49th. Dave's uniform,
cap, medals and pennant are on display
in the main gallery of the museum.

History Projects

The museum has also started an oral
history project and research into the
Regiment for an update of the history.
We will be addressing 1945 to date. As
well we will be publishing books on The
Edmonton Fusiliers. (Whether we like it
or not, that is who we started out as in
1908.) Other projects include detailed
biographies of all Commanding Officers,
Regimental Sergeant Majors and some
"just plain characters" in the unit.

We have hired Mr. Ken Tingley to
conduct all aspects of our projects. He
has already been to B.C. (twice) and
Ottawa to interview veterans, their wives
and widows. We record the interviews on
a camera recorder (camcorder) and
digital CD. I am pleased to report we

have had great success with the
interviews to date. Some of the people
spoken to are John Harris, Jim Stone,
Johnny Dougan and Alex Barrows. Be
warned, I will be directing Ken to
concentrate on the Edmonton area in
January to April 1997. So watch out Bill,
Rollie, Jack, Ed and all the rest of you.
WE KNOW WHERE YOU LIVE!

I think that is all for now. Please keep
the artifacts and donations coming in. As
I have stated many times before this
project can only succeed and prosper
with your help.

If you have any questions please call me
at (403) 493-5866 and leave a message
if I am not there.
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THE EDITOR'S PAGE

It is heartening to see that our Edmonton
Branch membership has over 60 new
members this year. While time has taken
its toll and we have lost a few World War
Two veterans, the gain in our
membership has been substantial. Most,
but by no means all, new members are
current serving members of our Militia
battalion. A few of our new members
were soldiers in the 1960s and 1970s.
And, yet, several new members served
overseas with the Regiment in Sicily,
 Italy, and North West Europe.

 Out at the West Coast, our B.C. Branch
 has seen some attrition but has gained
 at least one new member who served in
 WW2 and has already submitted an
 interesting article on his short time as an
 NCO in Italy. Two new members in B.C.
 served with the Regiment in the 1960s
 and 1970s and are welcome additions to
 the Lotusland group.

 It is also heartening to learn of other
 changes in our Regiment, It is my
 impression that our Militia battalion is at
 a higher standard of training today than
 it has been in any time since 1959 (the
 year I joined, of course), likely since
 1945. It's been an uphill climb after we

            lan G. Edwards, Editor

were decimated by the loss of our "out
companies" in Vegreville/Vermilion and
the Peace River region in the 1960s, and
perennial announcements from Ottawa
of more funding made each fall and
quietly reduced or cancelled to meet
other needs of the Federal treasury each
spring.

To ensure the survival of our Regiment
 all parts of the Family must pull together
 - and there are signs that cohesion is
 improving. The Edmonton Regiment
 Associates (a part of which is better
 known by its sobriquet "the House of
 Lords" - our retired colonels) are doing
 things besides the traditional vetting of
 potential commanding officers and
 approving major changes in Regimental
 insignia. I'm likely to be "On Charge" for
 saying some things prematurely but not
 only are plans in the works for a new
 regimental history but there is a
 possibility of a video being produced
 that would encompass the initial training
 of members in the fall of 1939 and the
 Presentation of Colours in 1967. The
 Militia battalion may finally get a new
 armoury, Camp Harris continues to be
 upgraded, and I predict your Edmonton
  Branch will expand its "social" activities.

           This is Your Journal

          What do you think about it?

SEND YOUR VIEWS, ARTICLES AND IDEAS

             TO THE EDITOR
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THE LOYAL EDMONTON REGIMENT (4PPCLI)
                                    Prepared by Lt. John Weingart

The 1995-96 training year found The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment training in
defensive operations. The Regiment
attended two  major exercises:
EXERCISE INFANTRY SENTINEL III in
the spring and EXERCISE WESTERN
CHALLENGE, the equivalent of MILCON,
in the summer. Both tested the
Regiment's defensive skills and both
served to highlight the high standard of
training and leadership that prevails
within the unit. Picks and shovels,
familiar items to any veteran, were
deployed alongside futuristic ground
radars and night observation devices.

The defensive battle of 1996 varies from
that of 1918, 1945 or 1953. One factor
has remained the same throughout -
digging, digging, digging. Newer unit
members cursed their blistered hands
while the old sweats cursed their aching
backs as they dug in. Today's trenches
are the epitome of comfort. Modern
corrugated iron which can be curved
and bent with relative ease makes for a
fine hole in the ground and significantly
fewer cave-ins. Wire entanglements, low
entanglements to trip up an opponent
and high entanglements to stop him cold
also play an important role. Razor wire
adds an insidious dimension that few of
those who have experienced barbed
wire could ever dream of. Minefields
were  laid,  clearing  patrols were
conducted and para flares were fired at
mysterious bumps in the night.

EXERCISE PRAIRIE SENTINEL III was
conducted in Wainwright from 26-28
April 1996. This was a three day
evaluation of tactics and skills conducted

by the Militia Training Support Centre
based at the PPCLI Battle School in
Wainwright. The LEdmnR drill for the
occupation, improvement and defence of
a forward slope position were all up to
standard. On that high note the unit
broke off for the summer.

EXERCISE WESTERN CHALLENGE 96
was held in Dundurn, Saskatchewan
from 29 June to 7 July 1996. This was a
concentration of Reserve infanteers from
Thunder Bay to Victoria, and excellent
opportunity to renew old friendships and
to strut our stuff in front of our
counterparts from other parts of the
West.

The Loyal Edmonton Regiment fielded a
full platoon for the exercise - the only
unit to do so. The exercise Commanding
Officer, Lieutenant Colonel Gillespie of
The Royal Regina Rifles and the Officer
Commanding, Major Lee Villager of The
Calgary Highlanders, were both effusive
in their praise of the Loyal Eddies. "They
were second to none and held the
shoulder of our defensive position under
difficult conditions. They certainly set the
standard for the others to follow."
Encouraging words like those certainly
made all of the effort and discomfort
worthwhile.

A new training year began this fall and
the focus is now on offensive operations.
The skills acquired during defensive
operations are not forgotten though and
the confidence of the Loyal Eddies, new
and old, continues to grow. Offence or
defence, summer or winter, the 49ers
always put in a solid effort. LER!
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EXERCISE CELTIC FURY
                           Prepared by Capt. Chris Chodan

For the third time in the past four years,
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment has
participated in an exercise with the
British Army Training Unit in Wainwright.
Each time the effort has been
pronounced to be an unqualified
success.

The unit had been tasked as the
opposing force, more commonly know in
modern military jargon as the "OPFOR".
The first two times out the unit was
pitted against battalions of The Scots
Guards. This year the Loyal Eddies did
battle with the 1 st Battalion of The Welsh
Guards. A 24 man platoon of the
LEdmnR along with a troop of tanks
from Lord Strathcona's Horse (Royal
Canadians) and elements from the
Edmonton   based  Communications
Group formed the Canadian contingent.
A 76 man unit formed from elements of
Alma Battery, Royal Artillery and 29
Commando Regiment of the Royal Dutch
Marines rounded out the enemy force.

The Guards began the exercise on the
defensive. The Commandos dutifully
marched off to their Valhalla by
sacrificing themselves in an ambush by
the  Guards  forward  companies.
Meanwhile, the Loyal Eddies conducted
patrols against the Welsh
reconnaissance platoon. Concurrently,
Sgt.  Jacquard  was  reconnoitring
delaying positions for the inevitable
moment when the Guards regained the
initiative and began to advance towards
our forces.

In order to maximize the training value
for the visiting Guards in the short time

available the opposing force was closely
controlled. Stealth, long a hallmark of the
49th during recce operations was
sacrificed in order to ensure that the
necessary lessons were learned by the
Guards. Roads, junctions and other
obvious points which are normally
avoided at all costs, were travelled with
impunity in the hopes of being spotted
and reported. Alas, no reports of our
activity were reported!

Not to be deterred, the Pride of
Edmonton returned to the same venue in
vehicles with  headlights on  and.
conducted a mounted sweep of the
area. Still no reports of our activity! On
learning of this development, our heros
hastily began a verification of their maps
in order to determine if their colonial
navigation skills were on a par with
those of their Imperial counterparts and
that they had, indeed, patrolled their
assigned area. It was later learned that
the Guards recce platoon had been
ordered into radio silence and our troops
had been spotted on their first foray into
the sector!

Shortly thereafter, a raiding party of six
Loyal Eddies lead by Major Mark Carr of
The Welsh Guards, a modern Benedict
Arnold,  raided  the  Battalion
Headquarters. Meanwhile another six
man raiding party under the command
of The Loyal Edmonton Regiment's
Captain Chris Chodan left the logistics
area with a reminder of their short but
eventual visit.

At first light the entire opposing force
was marshalled into a single entity in
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order to conduct a series of Fantasian
style motorised assaults. They gradually
drove the Guards across a bridge which
was promptly blown up. So ended the
offensive phase.

Sgt. Jacquard and a valiant group of
nine stalwart warriors remained at
Wainwright for another two days. While
their erstwhile counterparts beavered
away at their civilian employment, this
small but potent fighting force continued
to make the 49ers' presence known.

Maj. Paul Bury, OC A Coy, preparing
Battle procedure prior to test exercise

The exercise was a valuable training tool
for all involved. In addition to the
obvious exposure to each other's
weapons and tactics, a number of
valuable lessons were learned. Many a
junior NCO, raised in a world of
computer  chips  and  automatized
communications observed the key to
communications on today's modern
battlefield is still the trusty whistle!

Who Dat? Militia Training & Support
Centre, Test Exercise, February 1996
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MOUNTAIN MAN 96
Supplied by LCol G.G. McLean

The Mountain Man Challenge is an inter-
unit athletic event which is staged by 1
Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group.
The competition consists of a 30
kilometre forced march, a seven
kilometre canoe trip followed by a five
kilometre forced march/run to top thinks
off. Combat boots are worn throughout
and a rucksack weighing in at 35 Ibs, is
added for good measure. An event such
as this is not for the weak hearted. This
year a six man team from The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment proved that they
were more than equal to the challenge.

Things began to come together in early
April. Like many of the great history
making ideas which descend upon the
unit from time to time, the idea first came
to light over a cup of coffee in the
quartermaster stores. Master Corporal
John Caldwell, who is now engaged in
earning a living with the Regular Force
component, was regaling Lieutenant
John Weingart and Sergeant Brougham
Deegan with tales of bravado and
derring-do. Caldwell had participated in
the 1995 competition while attached to
 1RCHA and had a seemingly endless
supply of war stories of which many in
the unit now regard as a significant
emotional event in what was apparently
a hitherto uneventual life.

 "We could do that too!"

 "Why the heck not?"

 "I think that we should do it."

And thus the three began to train, it is
 said that the journey of a thousand miles

begins with a single step - and in this
epic adventure the first steps seemed
like an unattainable goal at first but as
training progressed 15 km runs became
20 km, then 25 km, then 30. Liniment
was administered in liberal doses, many
hot baths were taken and the feet
gradually toughened. A call went out for
more soldiers to try out for the team.
Sergeants Tom Paton and Jeff Taylor as
well as Corporal Brad Johnson came
aboard and the "Dirty Half Dozen" was
complete.

The cadet organization generously
arranged for the loan of canoes and the
team began paddling across Lake
Beaumarais in Edmonton's north end.
Always preparing, preparing, Were the
team's minds and bodies ready? In
June, the team drove to Calgary to find
out.

L to R: Cpl Brad Johnson, Sgt Brougham
Deegan, MCpl John Caldwell, Sgt Tom Paton, Lt.
John Weingart, Sgt Jeff Taylor.

June 6th which is recognized by most of
us as D Day was, coincidentally, race
day.  The team,  overloaded with
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carbohydrates, fluids and determination
was ready when the starting gun
sounded. Every painful step of training
was about to pay off. Race day was the
hottest day of the year to that point in
time.

The miles went by with a relative ease,
much easier than they had at the outset
of training. Hauling a 60 Ib. canoe was
arduous especially in the gusty winds of
the late morning. Soon though, all six
had crossed the finish line, then the
sounds of applause and finally their
names were being announced over the

public address system "... of The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment." It was a proud
moment!

Brigadier General R. Meating, the
Commander of 1CMBG was pleased to
see a Militia presence in the competition.
Both the LEdmnR and the Calgary
Highlanders had broken ground by
fielding teams. Though our counterparts
to the south managed to best us in
1996, this simply serves as added
incentive to do better in 1997.

Fears No Foe (or blister).

SONGS THE LOYAL EDDIES SANG

Still available in cassette.
A recording of many of those
well known songs you sang as
a Loyal Eddie.

Professionally recorded in
Edmonton, and narrated by Ed
Boyd with a "voice over" by
CBCs Colin McLean the tape
traces our history through
Sicily, Italy and North West
Europe.

Available at $13.35 each,
postage paid.

Mail cheque payable to
"49th Association"
and send with your
name & address to:

      W.H. Ross
      c/o 49th Association
       P.O. Box 501
       EDMONTON, AB T5J 2K1
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 BRYAN READ "COMMISSIONED FROM THE RANKS"
                                                       Prepared by lan Edwards

                                      humour with twin Blayne that kept
 May 1965 two sixteen year old     everyone in the Regiment in earshot

cal twins, not long off the farm near     amused throughout the '70s and on into
stone, Saskatchewan joined The     the '80s. After many years as a Master
Edmonton Regiment. The lads, tall,     Warrant Officer Blayne left the Regiment
y, size fourteen boots, size four     to remain closer to home in Fort
 (so it seemed) and alike as two     Saskatchewan.
in a pod made good Militia infantry
?rs. It was just about impossible for     Bryan stayed on to become Regimental
Whitey Edwards and W02 Trev     Sergeant Major where his humour and
 to tell them apart for the first      insight were valued  by  several

Ie of years. Oh, well, if one was in      commanding officers. But time for a
Ie so was the other. Highly polished      change has come, and Bryan now joins
> and above average ability to "drive     the "higher paid help", CFR'd as a
ody and shoot the foot" soon saw     Captain. It's not the first time he's been
 appointed Lance Corporals. There     a Captain - it's the position he hold s
10 stopping them then. Promoted      with the Edmonton Fire Service.

On 6 May 1965 two sixteen year old
identical twins, not long off the farm near
Maidstone, Saskatchewan joined The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment. The lads, tall,
skinny, size fourteen boots, size four
caps (so it seemed) and alike as two
peas in a pod made good Militia infantry
soldiers. It was just about impossible for
Sgt. Whitey Edwards and W02 Trev
dark to tell them apart for the first
couple of years. Oh, well, if one was in
trouble so was the other. Highly polished
boots and above average ability to "drive
the body and shoot the foot" soon saw
them appointed Lance Corporals. There
was no stopping them then. Promoted

LCOL G.G. MCLEAN - NEW COMMANDING OFFICER

LCol G. Grant McLean was appointed
Commanding Officer of The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment on 11 May 1996.
McLean replaced LCol W.J.G. (Bill)
Bewick, OMM, CD who came to the
Regiment in May 1993 after retirement
from the Regular Force.

McLean, born and raised in Manitoba,
began his military career in 1960 when
he became a member of 407 RCACC
(The Cameron Cadets) in Winnipeg and
a Cadet Drummer in the Corps' pipe
band. He later joined The Queen's Own
Cameron Highlanders of Canada,
serving as a Drummer.
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After graduation from university he
wascommissioned as an officer with the
Regular component of the Royal 22e
Regiment ("Van Doos"). During his
career he served at various locations
across Canada and in Peacekeeping
duties in Cyprus.

He left the Regular Force in 1982 and
commenced a career with the Alberta
Department of Justice where he is
employed as a senior manager in the
Correctional Services Division. McLean
continued to serve with the Reserves in
 a variety of staff functions in Calgary. He
 served two terms as Mayor of the City of
 Airdrie and now resides in St. Albert.



A JOB WELL DONE - MAJOR NORM GREENE RETIRES

 It is not every day than an association of
 more than forty years winds to a close.
 Major Norm Greene, MMM, CD has,
 however, achieved that milestone. Born
 in Moncton, New Brunswick about the
 same time that Mussolini invaded
 Greece, his first military experience was
 as a member of 560 Royal Canadian
Army Cadet Corps in 1954. In 1955 he
joined the 64th LAA Regiment RCA and
subsequently, after completing high
school, joined the Regular Army in 1957.

Assigned to The Black Watch (Royal
 Highland Regiment) of Canada, he
served with the 2nd Battalion in Canada,
West Germany and Cyprus. In 1967 he
was selected to be a member of the
Canadian Forces Centennial Tattoo,
travelling across Canada. In 1968 he
was posted to Edmonton as one of the
original members of The Canadian
Airborne Regiment. After his tour with the
Airborne, he was posted in 1970 to the
Combat Arms School in Gagetown and
in the following year was commissioned
from the rank of Warrant Officer.

After commissioning, Norm was posted
to the 1st Battalion, The Royal Canadian
Regiment in London, Ontario, where he
remained until February 1974 when he

     assigned as Regular Support Staff
Officer to The Rocky Mountain Rangers                    e?                                                                                                                           S3

in Kamloops, British Columbia. In 1977
he    appointed to the United Nations
Military Observer Group in India and
Pakistan, where he       a one year
tour in Kashmir.

             Prepared by Major S.W. Moore

second time in 1978, serving in The
Canadian Airborne Centre with The
Canadian Forces Parachute Team (Sky
Hawks) and later as the Second-in-
command  of  Parachute Training
Company. In 1982 he served for three
years as a Military Observer with the
United  Nations Truce Supervisory
Organization in Israel, Syrian and
Lebanon; eventually holding the position
of Deputy Chief Observer Group Golan.

On his return to Canada he spent five
years at Canadian Forces Base Calgary
holding the appointments of Base
Operations Officer, Base Adjutant and
Base Personnel Administrative Officer.
He was promoted to the rank of Major in
1989 and in the same year was invested
as a Member of the Order of Military
Merit.

After spending two more years in Israel
and Syria with UNTSO, Major Greene
was appointed Deputy Commanding
Officer of The  Loyal  Edmonton
Regiment, a position in which he
continued to serve as a Reserve Officer
after his release from the Regular Force
in 1994. There can be no doubt that
Norm has served his country well. His
dedication to the Canadian Forces and
his support for the Militia in general and
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment in
particular will be long remembered.

Greene was posted to Edmonton for a



1809 ROYAL CANADIAN ARMY CADET CORPS
                                    Prepared by lan G. Edwards

Dennis Fleck, Past President, Army Cadet League
of Canada, presents certificate marking 55th
Anniversary of formation of 1809 RCACC to Capt.
Rob Faulds. Looking on: HLCol Frank Kozar
(20 Fd Regt RCA), former CO of 1809 RCACC.

Under the supervision of Captain Robert
Faulds, your Edmonton based cadet
corps, 1809 RCACC has enjoyed
another successful year. The cadets,
parade Tuesday evenings at John Paul
I Elementary School in Millwoods,
Edmonton. This fall their numbers are
around 40 plus four adult instructors.
The cadets are sponsored by the Royal
Canadian Legion Kingsway Branch No.
175.

Last spring, in May, the corps was out
for the weekend practicing fieldcraft at
"Camp Nelson" in Rich Valley. It was an
opportunity to wrap up their annual
training and give the cadet junior NCOs
a chance to lead the cadets in the field.

 Fourteen cadets from the corps attended
summer camp, with one attending the
 Banff Mountaineering School, two
 heading east to Borden, and the
 remainder attending the main cadet

camp at Vernon, B.C. The summer gave
Lt. lan Truer, the Corps' Training Officer
an opportunity to complete his Cadet
Instructor Cadre Lieutenant's Qualifying
Course and apply his training on staff of
the Vernon Army Cadet Camp.

This fall, heading the list of cadets is
Cadet Chief Warrant Officer Chris Axani,
assisted by Cadet Warrant Officer Dave
Forest and Cadet Sergeant Roberta
Holtner.

Cadets from the corps joined other Loyal
Eddy corps' at Chip Lake Provincial Park
on 11-14 October. The exercise was
supported by members of the parent
 Militia battalion. In addition to routine
training cadets from 1809 RCACC will be
donating their time at Christmas to assist
the Edmonton Christmas Bureau prepare
 and delivery food hampers to the less
fortunate. (Photo: Courtesy Frank Kozar.)
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ORTONA - FROM 31 YEARS ON

The following are some reflections that Mel McPhee had after returning to Ortona in
October 1994: They are the thoughts that, generally, most Loyal Eddies had on seeing
the place once again where so many lives were lost, so many wounded and maimed for
life. Etched in every survivor's mind the brutality of war.

A gentle breeze born somewhere on the blue, blue adriatic wafts o'er grapevine and
olive grove to softly sway the wispy fernlike growth that local gardeners have planted
and nurtured by each marker post.

This is the "Moro River Cemetery", resting place to so many, oh so may Canadian boys
who, in the flower of their youth, came here to engage a highly trained and relentless
foe, and will now and forever call this foreign land home.

They were young and knew love and were loved by family and friend and they sought
life, but Lady Luck did not smile on them. Why? She surely smiled on me. Why bullet
and shell found them mortally and not me will forever dwell on my mind.

 Far away and in a distant land
And so many years ago,
Canada's youth were asked to engage
A very formidable foe.

They'd eaten the dust of Sicily,
Felt the heat of scorching sun,
Marched up the toe of Italy
Always facing Jerry's guns.

Rearguard actions they were called,
Although many men had died,
For the German sought the best terrain
Where he could maybe turn the tide.

He would make his stand, delay his war
Slow up the bitter attacks
Make sure the enemy pays the price
Stop him dead in his bloody tracks.

Late in the fall the Canadians moved
To blue Adriatic's fair shore
Halfway up the Italian boot
Still knocking on Jerry's door.

 Fording rivers high and incessant mud,
 They nipped at Tedeschi's heels,
And on Vino Ridge a price was paid
 With the fate of brave men sealed.

 Soon after that lay another town
Just one of so many they'd seen,
A little port in December's cool sun
 Looking placid, quiet, serene.

Ortona it's called, but hold on a minute,
We can't just walk on through,
And a machine gun stutters its greeting

   now,
Hey Eddy, this one's labelled for you.

"Over on the left, on the edge of that coulee,
That house, the firing's from there,"
"Stretcher bearer!" someone now called
"There's wounded men over here".

A tank is sent up and soon got the range,
And blew the house all to hell,
And that was the start of the Ortona stand,
But the end of some comrades as well.
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The fighting was carried from house to
  house

Blowing holes in walls to get in
With dynamite, guns and the hand grenade
Both sides were desperate to win.

Blow up my house and I'll blow up yours
Was a game that was soon to be played
And the cost in lives was heavy indeed
Looking now at so many graves.

Back then as you lay on a huge rubble pile
With your rifle loaded and cocked,
Your sights on the dome of Ortona's church
Overlooking the length of the block.

San Tomasso, the Church, was a sniper up
  there?

Who could see every move that was made
Better not take any chances my friend
And so the tower was sprayed.

The battle continued in terrible force,
 Every inch of Ortona saw red
And Hitler's division of Parachute troops
Were beaten by the blood that was shed.

They called it the Western Stalingrad,
And some histories say this is so,
This fight that raged through seven

  Christmas days
Before Jerry was made to let go.

Ortona today is a peaceful like place,
With its beaches - a tourist delight.
Its history unknown to many of them
Of the armies that came here to fight.

But just south of town is a graveyard still,
Filled with markers of boys and of men
Though times endless march has rendered
us old

We shall remember them.

Ortona - Ortona A'Mare - Ortona By the
Sea.

CHEESE FOR DINNER - CHRISTMAS 1940
                                    From a report by Frank Kozar

At a recent reunion, as the evening
progressed, experiences and stories
were shared. Some members of D
Company from over 50 years before
reminisced. Don Gower tells about one
of his long time friends:

"My favourite reminiscence of VIke
Antonio - one he repeats when any of
the members of our original 1940 D
Company come to be together relates to
Christmas Day, 1940.

'We were assigned the auspicious
responsibility of guard duty at a petrol
dump. Following this day of duty we
returned to Mill Barn in the evening,
relishing the thought of finally being able
to sit down and enjoy our Christmas
dinner. Low and behold, the place was
deserted, but on the tables were plates
of cheddar cheese - not a sign of
anything else - just cheddar cheese!'
The episode made a lasting impression
on Mike - maybe he didn't like CHEESE!
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PICTURE POTPOURRI

Still guarding downed Heinkels after 55 odd years. LenTuppen, MM and David Petrie, ED.
                       July 17, 1996 at Pat Bay Airport, Sidney, B.C.

Guarding downed Nazi aircraft 30/31 August 1940:
 Len Dawes and Archie Donald (Museum photo)
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Sam Lenko & Don Gower: 1940. Taken not too far from Mill Barn, near Oxted.

Ready to repel German invasion: England 5 April 1940. Front L to R: Bill Remple, Roy Hawkins, Don
Gower, Turner. Rear: John Cyganowich, Mike Antonio, Don Matheson, Jack Furnell, unknown.
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1941: Training near Oxted, England on the 3 inch Mortar. Bottom row, left to right - George Price, Harold
Hall and Heath (became an officer) on mortar. Behind - Jack Birmingham, Kirkpatrick, Alex Dodd's (killed
on the Hitler Line 23 May 1944), unknown (standing alone), Lt. A. McCallum, unknown Ed Tannous
"Jock" McCullough.

The Coliseum - just after Rome taken - June 1944.
Left to right, front row: Howard Bone, Jack
Birmingham, Back: White brother (Peace River),
Ely Yez. Photo taken by Harvey Farrell.
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Donation to the Museum. Capt. Chris Atkin
receiving a Great War medal group of Cpi. D.L.
(Doc) Purvis, MM (3 times wounded) from son
Jim Purvis at the October 1996 Annual Dinner.
(Court. Frank Kozar)

1809 RCACC contingent at January 1996 Dinner:
Pte. Bruno Lemay (former cadet), Cadet S.
Charlaresu (and, no, that's not a new cadet uni-
form), Frank Kozar (former CO of 1809 and now
HLCol of 20 Fd Regt RCA).

SM 16950 Sgt Ralph C.B. Paulsen. 15 Feb 40 to
20 Aug 46 and later 10 Sep 48 to 10 Apr 67
(awarded CD and clasp).

G.C. (Ford) Schiller, Thunder
Bay Elks Klown Band
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"March on the Colours" Annual
Dinner 20 January 1996. Capt
Chris Chodan (Queen's), Lt (now
Capt) Kevin Weidlich
(Regimental), MWO Keith
Mundorf and Sgt Dave Turnbull
(Colour Guard), Piper Cpl.
McFazden.

WO Don Ellott, Dave Gaulter,
Mel McPhee, Maurice White
Annual Dinner 1996

Oldest Edmonton Branch Member
Present at the January 1996
Dinner, Ralph Craven, age 88,
was presented with a bottle of fine
whiskey. Toasting his health were
D Coy members Don Gower, Sam
Lenko and on Ralph's left Mike
Antonio. (Courtesy Frank Kozar)



Grant McLean (new CO) in discussion
with Otto Peters, Lestock Days 1996

"Has Anyone Seen the Colonel? I know where
he is, I know where he is." This time he's dining
with the Major: Ed Boyd and Keith Wakefield at
the October 1996 Dinner. (Court. Frank Kozar)

Doreen and Gordon Armstrong, Bob Chapman
Lestock Days 1996
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DAVID BARBOUR'S WAR DIARY

David Athol Barbour, DCM, MM, Serial No. 433070, was an "original" 49er, taken on strength of the 49th
Battalion on 15 March 1915. Dave passed away in 1990 and it was his wish that his WW1 diary be sent
to our Association and then to the Museum. As Barny Olson wrote in the 1992 Forty-Niner, "It is
unfortunate that when Dave was still living we did not get together with him to fill in many of the 'spaces'.
At the time he originally wrote the diary he was not able to write down everything that took place. You
won't find much real information, names, and dates of battles, names of towns, where they are at the front,
etc. In the field of battle war diaries are frowned on, if it somehow got into enemy hands the information
might be of use to them.

"Most of the writing in this diary is as to how they existed, day to day." The 1992, 1993, and 1994 editions
included the period 24 December 1915 to March 28 1916. We pick up the manuscript at this point. Future
annual editions will continue Dave's story.

Headdress, tunic and medals of David Barbour - Now on display in our Museum

Wednesday March 29, 1916 - I had a
fine sleep. The boys had a job to wake
me up at 10 o'clock in the morning but
had to get up and pack my kit ready to
move again. We are moving our billets
up nearer to the front line and we are

going into tents this time for a change
and at that I think it will be warmer than
the hut we are in just now. I made a
mattress out of sandbags and filled it
with straw, also a blanket out of
sandbags. So if this is our billet for the
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summer i think I will be fairly comfortable
when we are out of the trenches. It is
nearly ten miles from the front line.

Thursday March 30 - A lovely day. We
made two trips back to the huts with the
team of horses for to move some stuff
that was left behind yesterday. In the
evening I went to a moving picture show.
It is one the government is running for
the soldiers at this camp. It is the first
thing I have seen since I left England
that looked like civilization.

Friday March 31 - Up at 5 o'clock in the
morning, went away with the team of
horses to -@ for rations for the Battery.
Got back just about noon. Went down to
the Battalion and got some mail in the
afternoon. There was a parcel, two
bundles of papers and two letters from
Ray.

Saturday April 1, 1916 - A hot summer
day. There was a big bombardment
going on again last night. Nothing to do
today but get ready to go up to the
trenches again tonight. We rode in on
the transport part of the way and walked
the rest. Got there about 11 and had to
work till about 2 o'clock. It was quiet all
night.

Sunday April 2 - A lovely morning. We
have not much to do this morning. It was
very quiet all day but it was awful hot.
Went to bed about 9.

 Monday April 3 - Another fine day. Up
at 6 to cook our breakfast and about
 noon we threw twenty mortars at Fritz,
60 pound ones, and they sure made the
dirt fly. Fritz got sore and sent some big
shells back but I don't think anyone got
 hurt.

Tuesday April 4 - Another lovely day.
We did not have much to do. We carried
a few bombs. Fritz did quite a bit of
shelling but most of it was a way behind
the line, but he put a few in the front line
too. I think he is much tamer here than
he was when the Canadians took over
this part of the line at first.

I received a bundle of papers from home
last night, there was a little news in
them.

Wednesday April 5 - A fine morning
with the sun shining awful hot and
promises to be a very hot day. The
aeroplanes were busy early this morning,
they were flying at daybreak and there
are two of Fritz's up above us right now
and flying very low. The men along the
front line keep shooting at them but they
still stick around. So we are expecting
his artillery to get busy today. He is
putting some into the CMRs over a little
on our left already. ! go out tonight
sometime so I hope he won't get too
funny before that time. We were carrying
trench mortars up from L--- corner in the
afternoon and when we were coming up
the communication trench there was one
of our aeroplanes over our head. Fritz
started to shell it and there was shrapnel
falling all around us. We were expecting
to get some shrapnel on top of the bean
every minute. We had supper in the
 dugout. Then we walked out to L-"
 corner again. We waited there till the
transport came with the rations and we
 rode home in it. Fritz shells the main
 road nearly every night with shrapnel at
 points where he thinks there is transport
 moving but he very seldom hits
 anything. He threw a few near us on our
way home and the driver got a bit
 scared and the way we did come over
 that rough road was not very slow. Got
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 home about 11, went right to bed
 expecting to have a nice quiet sleep till
 morning but we did not have it. Our
 artillery started a bombardment about
 3:30 in the morning and I think Fritz
 must have been looking for our batteries
 for he was dropping shells pretty close
 to our camp. It woke us up but since
 they did not seem to be coming nearer
 we went back to sleep.

 Thursday April 6 - A cloudy morning
 and a little colder than it has been for
 some time. The bombardment is still
 going on. I think it is at St. Eloi again
 where our boys took those trenches a
few nights ago and it sounds to me as if
 Fritz has made an attack and taken
 some of them back and our artillery is
trying to blow him out of them again.
They kept it up all day. In the evening
 Fritz shelled the camp, there were
transports going up the road by the
camp when he started to throw shrapnel.
The horses got scared and some of
them ran away. There was quite a mix-
up, some of the shells landed in some
artillery horse lines killing some of the
horses and the rest of them broke loose.
There were horses running loose all over
the country. There was any awful pile of
shells landed around the camp, they
were coming from the right, from the left
and from the front.

Went to a picture show at six PM over
where the 1 st Cdn Div are. It was pretty
good. Met some of the 7th Batt that we
were with when we were in the trenches
at Bleaustrete. Got back to the tents at 8
and went to bed.

Friday April 7 - It was raining when we
woke in the morning but it stopped
about 9. The bombardment stopped
some time in the night when we were

 asleep and we have not heard any news
 yet about what happened but we have
 heard the 27th and 29th Canadians are
 in it.

 The 49th are in the trenches at Hooge
 and they lost some men going in the
 communication trench by shrapnel.
 There is no front line where they are,
 only mine craters and shell holes. There
 was six men out on one post holding a
 crater and Fritz dug a sap (tunnel)
 underground to it and came up through.
 They caught our boys by surprise for
 they were told that it was quite a safe
 place in the daytime. Anyway, Fritz
 caught them off their guard and the
 German officer had them covered before
they ever knew they were there. Two of
 our boys rushed the officer but one was
shot dead and the other got away but he
got wounded and I heard since that the
Germans shot the others.

Saturday April 8 - A nice fine sunny
morning with nothing to do. I heard a
little more about what happened in the
crater. The two that rushed the German
officer, one was shot dead and the other
one got hold of the officer before he
could shoot again. They then had a bit
of a rough and tumble but the officer
shot our guy twice through the stomach
before he could get hold of the officer's
revolver. In the meantime the rest of the
boys got hold of their rifles. They are all
dead now but the one that rushed the
officer. Fritz found out to his sorrow that
Canadians can still scrap. When some of
the boys from the main trench went out
a little later they found the soldiers. They
were all dead but one, there were nearly
two dead Germans for every one of ours
and the German officer. Major Hobbins
got his revolver. C Coy has had about
20 casualties on this trip to the front lines.
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There were three D Coy men out on an
advance listening post and they were
attacked by a party of Germans. When
some of the other boys went out to look
for them they found two dead Germans
laying beside them. Ours died but the
Fritz paid for it.

The 27th and 31st were in the big
bombardment at St. Eloi. The 27th, we
heard, were almost wiped out by shellfire
and the 31 st lost an awful lot of men but
we have not heard yet how many.

Sunday April 9 - A fine day but not too
warm. Nothing much to do all day but
get ready to go in the trenches. We rode
up on the transport wagon, going
through Y-. Fritz threw some shells
near us into an old ruin and it made
some bricks fly around us but it did not
hurt anyone. And going by Hell Fire
Corner there was a shrapnel exploded
over our head. It scared us a little for a
second but it missed us all for a wonder.
Arrived at the dugout about 10, made
one trip from the magazine to one of the
guns with bombs before we went to bed.
Fritz did not let us sleep very peacefully
for he kept putting over an 8 inch shell
about every half hour all night long on
the communication trench not far from
our dugout but I don't believe he got
anyone. It is 6 months today since we
 landed in France and there is quite a few
of the old bunch that left Edmonton with
 us that have gone under or gone to
 Blighty or have gone sick.

 Monday April 10 - Up early this
 morning, had a few more bombs to carry
 before we had breakfast. Not much to
 do all day, a few bombs to clean. Fritz
 threw a few big shells into the woods
 where we are and some on the front line
 but our artillery gave him two back for

everyone that the threw at us. One of our
aeroplanes was shot down today just
behind us. A shell hit it and broke it in
two, It fell straight down. It was quiet all
night.

Tuesday April 11 - Raining this morning
so everything is pretty quiet and as it
rained pretty hard all day we did not do
much but cook our meals. At about 4
o'clock in the afternoon a big
bombardment started on our left down
where the Guards are. It was fierce, it
lasted about two and a half hours. Fritz
made an attack but it did not come off,
our artillery caught him. It was quiet all
night.

Wednesday April 12 - It was fine this
morning but it did not last long. It started
to rain about 10 and Fritz kept pretty
quiet. He did not bother us much on our
part of the line but there was a big
bombardment on both sides of us.
About noon there was a mine went off
somewhere a little on our right near Hill
60. It felt like an earthquake, the dugout
rocked almost like a boat in the water. I
don't know whose mine it was but it may
have been one of Fritz's.

The 49th goes out of the lines tonight.
 They have had a pretty rough trip this
time in but I have not heard yet how
 many they have lost. Fritz shelled the
 communication trench that they come
 out through with shrapnel at about dark.
 I could see the shells burst from where I
 was. It was a sight, one would hit the
 trench and the next would burst in the
 air. He kept that up for awhile and then
 he put some over near us but did not
 bother us any.

 Thursday April 13 - A nice fine morning.
 The Artillery is pretty quiet, a few shells
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 We were working on gun emplacement
 all day. Fritz kept putting a few over our
 head all day but none fell near us.

 Had supper at 5, then got ready to go
 out and we were not sorry. Walked out
 to Z@ at 7 and rode home on the
 transport from there. It was a rough ride,
 there were a few shells landed in Y@ as
 we were coming through. They were too
 close for comfort. We were home at the
 tents about 11. There was no hot tea in
 sight this time so we tumbled into bed
 for a good sleep. But no. About 4
 o'clock I was wakened up by a great
 scramble in the tent and I heard
 someone say, "Fritz is shelling the
 camp". As I had been having a nice
 sound sleep and was only about half
 awakened by the first shell, I said "No,
that was no shell." I thought it was one
of our own guns going off and I turned
over and started to go to sleep again.
Whiz-z-z, Bang, I heard it that time
alright and it was so close to our tent
that it threw dirt and sticks all over it.
Before the dirt was through falling, I had
my boots and overcoat on. By that time
we could hear the next one coming but
when it landed there was nonone there.
It hit on the other side of the tent, threw
up a lot of mud but there was noone
there to get hit. Then he changed the
range and was dropping them into a
camp a little farther down the road
where the 49th are. The last one hit
under the corner of a hut that the bomb
throwers were in and killed two men and
wounded three. As soon as Fritz got
through we went back to bed.

Friday April 14 - Woke up about 10. A
nice fine day. The excitement seems to
have quietened down some. After

 breakfast I went over to the Batt to see
 the boys and to hear all the news they
 had. I found some of them were away on
 pass to England and some of them got
 killed, some wounded. So now there are
 only a few of the old bunch left. There
 are only two of the old ones left in my
 section. Carberry got shot through the
 face just below the eyes. The bullet went
 in one cheek and out the other. Corp.
 Parsons was shot in the shoulder but it
 wasn't very bad. Libbie is now in the
 machine gun section, Passey is in the
 police, Sheldon has gone to hospital,
 Latimer is on the railroad construction
 gang, Patrick is in the police, Bob White
 is away on pass to England now.

 We got orders today that all leave is
 stopped again and that all men on leave
 now were to be back by the 18th so it
 looks as if there might be something
 coming off soon.

We filled sandbags for two hours in the
afternoon. In the evening we went to the
moving pictures. They were pretty good.

Came back to the tent and went to bed
about nine thirty. The Batt had about 48
casualties altogether on the last trip, they
were in the lines for 8 days.

Saturday April 15 - A nice fine morning
but a little cold. Not much to do. Rifle
inspection at 9. Received a letter from
Ray (sister) in the afternoon. Was on
guard on the camp in the evening. On at
6, did two hours on and four off all night
and we have a PPCLI private in charge
of us, acting Corp. He enlisted about the
middle of July and came here with a
draft and had been out here about a
month. When he went into the PPs they
would not have him as a Corp. They
made him go in the ranks where he
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should be, so they put him on this job as
a Pte. So tonight there was no NCO for
to go on guard. He thinks he is a little tin
god or something like that.

There was an aeroplane came over
about 3 o'clock in the early morning and
dropped three bombs quite near the
camp. It was a lovely moonlit night for
aeroplanes to be out to do their dirty
work. No one got hurt.

Sunday April 16 - A nice warm summer
day and everything seems to be very
quiet. We cannot hear a sound from the
artillery.

We got paid again today. Today is also
my birthday. I am 23 years old today.
Went to a church service in the YM in
the evening. Came home and went to
 bed about nine thirty. Started to rain and
 rained all night.

 Monday April 17 - Still raining this
 morning but we had a rifle inspection at
 9 o'clock just the same. The rain made
 no difference. Oh, we have some bright
 NCOs and officers on this job. Into the
 trenches this evening. Three of the boys
 were not ready for the inspection this
 morning and were reported as being
 absent from parade. They were up
 before the CO and got a calling down. I
 was up to the Batt this afternoon to see
 the boys. They are camped only a little
 way from here and are not in the
 trenches now.

 It is still raining and I think we are going
 to get wet tonight.

 Left the camp for the trenches about 7
 o'clock. Had a good trip going in. We
 got a little wet but that did not hurt
 much. Fritz threw a few shrapnel shells

over the road near us but noone got hit.

There is one man on this job that when
I came to get acquainted with him I
found out that he came from P.E.I. His
name is Crozier and he comes from
Kensington. He was up to Mr. dark's the
winter after Mr. dark came to Alma and
was storm stayed for a month. Dad will
remember about him for he saw him and
the fellow that was with him go by our
house one afternoon, just after a big
snowstorm. They had walked from
Nelson Ramsay's. I never met him when
he was up that time but I remembered
about him and knew his name. I never
heard of him since that time till I met him
here in Belgium. He enlisted in the @- in
Calgary and came out of here with a
draft about the first of the year and was
put in B Coy of the 49th Batt and now
he is on this trench mortar job with me.

And if some of the PPCLI NCOs that are
 in charge of us do not change their ways
 pretty quick, we are going to ask to go
 back to the 49th Batt where we have
 white men (sic) for NCOs and officers.
 Instead of the dough-headed halfwitted
 college students that are in charge of us
 now.

 Tuesday April 18 - Still raining by spells
 this morning. It was pretty quiet all night.
 We had nothing to bother us all night
 except the rats. And they are thick
 enough to almost carry some of us away
 and you can not scare them. At night
 they will get in the dugout get a piece of
 cheese and they will fight over it like two
 dogs, and as long as you don't light a
 light you cannot kick them out of the
 dugout. In the afternoon w threw two
 sixty pounders over at Fritz' front line.
 Our artillery gave him hell all along the
 line. It was comical to see the big ones



 hit his front line. Wherever we looked
there was sandbags and trench floors
fifty feet in the air. It is still raining and it
 rained all night. Wrote a letter to Ray last
 night.

Wednesday April 19 - Still raining this
morning and we have got to go and
build a bomb magazine. Worked at it till
 12 o'clock and then came home to
dinner. We were working away about 10
when bang, Fritz dropped a big shell
about 50 yards from us, right in among
a work party of about fifty men, but my
some miracle it never hit anyone and as
soon as they got on their feet they beat
it and none too soon, for they could hear
another one coming but when it hit there
was noone there.

He threw about twenty shells around that
same spot but did not hurt anyone. Fritz
artillery was pretty busy all day. He threw
quite a few just behind the RCRs but did
not do much damage. At 4 in the
afternoon hell broke loose again over at
Hooge on the left of the PPs. I don't
know who started it but it sounded to us
as if Fritz did and then our artillery let
loose and as it began to grow dark it
kept getting worse all the time. When it
was real dark it was a sight to watch it,
the flash of the guns and the explosion
of the shells, the shrapnel bursting in the
air and flash of the high explosives as
they tore up the trenches. There were
red lights, green lights, as signals going
up in the air all along the line and the
machine gunners were working all the
time. At about five thirty they started at it
on our right, down at St. Elois. So now it
is going on all around us. The trench we
are in is quite peaceable so far but they
are raising Caine on both sides of us
and pretty close too. It is now nine
o'clock and it is still going on and looks

like an  all  night  bombardment.
Tomorrow is the anniversary of the day
that Fritz used the first gas at Y@ when
so many Canadians went under where
he found for the first time what kind of
stuff Canadians were made of. And I
think the Canadians are going to remind
him of that and on the same ground.

Thursday April 20 - A nice fine morning.
The bombardment stopped around
daybreak. I have not heard of any of the
particulars yet about how it all came out
but from what I could see of it and if I
am any judge I think our boys came out
alright for I think they got Fritz rattled
and slipped one over on him. It is pretty
quiet today. Fritz has not had much to
say at all, but I think something is very
likely to start tonight about dark. But
when dark came nothing happened. It
was qu'c-t all night. We had nothing to
bother us but the rats. They are our
worst trouble.

Friday April 21 - A nice fine morning.
Everything is pretty quiet. We threw
some trench mortars over to Fritz about
noon but we did not have such good
luck with them this time. The third one
exploded just above the gun but did not
hurt any of us and the next one the tail
broke off but the bomb went over alright.
The gunbed was not solid enough and it
sunk so we did not try anymore.
Relieved at 5 and walked out this time.
Got home about nine. There was a hot
meal for us and some mail.

I got three letters from Ray. About the
time we got home there was another big
bombardment started. It lasted till
daylight in the morning. It rained all
night.
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Saturday April 22 - Still raining and it
just poured down all day. The place is
just flooded so we could do nothing but
stay in our tent all day, and it leaked like
a sieve, it was almost as bad as being
out of doors. Went to bed at 9. it was
still raining but stopped sometime in the
night.

Sunday April 23 - A lovely warm
morning. The rain has stopped but
everything is muddy. The sun will soon
dry that up now. it must have been awful
in the trenches yesterday and last night
for they must have been flooded full.
Away back here where we are the creeks
were flooded and all the fields were just
about floating and we thought we were
awful lucky not to be in the front line
yesterday and last night.

Went for a bath after dinner to the
 bathhouse but could not get one.
 Nothing to do the rest of the day but
 read a magazine. Went to bed at 9.

 Monday April 24 - At 4 o'clock we were
 wakened up very suddenly by Fritz at his
 old game of shelling the camp. The
 shells did not come quite so close to our
 tent this time but they were close
 enough to make us get out of bed in a
 hurry. There was an aeroplane of Fritz's
 over us at the same time and it dropped
 some bombs on the RCR huts and killed
 8 and wounded twenty-two,

 We are going to a football game this
 afternoon between the 49th and the Irish
 Guards. The game started at 2 o'clock.
 It was a pretty good game but we beat
 them 5 to 0. Billy (Griesbach) was

tickled. I had supper down with 9
platoon and in the evening I went to the
movies. It was pretty good. Came home
and went to bed around 9.

Thursday April 25 - A nice fine morning.
The aeroplanes are out pretty thick this
morning. Rifle inspection at 9. Nothing
much to do all day. Went for a bath in
the afternoon and got some clean
clothes. I heard today that a Zeppelin
and some aeroplanes flew over Poper@
last night and dropped about 25 bombs.

Wednesday April 26 - Another nice fine
morning. The sun is shining bright and
we have nothing to do but sun
ourselves. The leaves start again today.
Went to a football game in the afternoon
between the Scotch (sic) Guards and the
49th Batt. They beat us two to one, it
was a very close game. Was on guard
 all night on the camp. There was a big
 bombardment on early in the night but it
 stopped about 10 o'clock.

Thursday April 27 - Lovely hot morning,
 nothing to do but get ready to go in the
 trenches. Left camp at 4:30, rode on the
 wagon as far as @ and walked from
 there, about an hour and a half. Fritz
 was throwing a lot of shells on the way
 in, "coal boxes" into a piece of wood
 [woods?] near us. Then right over our
 heads into Y-. We saw the bricks flying
 in all directions. He was also shelling the
 railroad close to where we are going. In
 the trenches about 7 then we had to go
 to Z@ to meet the ration wagon. Back to
 the dugout about 10, then went to bed
 and had a good sleep. [End of diary.]





SERGEANTS OF THE REGIMENT - 1940
                                     Submitted by Ed Boyd

The photgraph of the "Sergeants' Mess"
was taken in March or April, 1940 at
Cove Barracks, Aldershot, Kent.

Top Row: Sgt John Farrugia, S/Sgt Bill
Rendell, S/Sgt James Robertson, Sgt Alf
Symington, Sgt Ed Tannous, Sgt Jim
Pratt, Sgt Elwood Mason, Sgt Ed Morris,
Sgt Bob Johnstone.

3rd Row; Sgt Fred Hughes, Sgt Danny
Smith, Sgt Larry Rose, Sgt John Scragg,
Sgt Charlie Swan, Sgt Len Baker, Sgt
Tom Jones, Sgt Walter Nishikawa, Sgt
Rene Gauchee, Sgt Harry Bannon.

2nd Row: Sgt Frank Cooney, Sgt Harold
Weavel, [Unknown], Sgt Bill Olito, Sgt
Jim Stone, Sgt Frank Bryant, Sgt Ralph
Hayter, Sgt Joe Flynn.

Bottom Row: PSM Fred Pardee, PSM Bill
Louden, CSM Ross Cameron, CSM
Ferguson, RSM Alan Sachse, CO Lt Col
Bill Stillman, ED, ROMS Danny Jackson,
CSM Jim Anderson, CSM Bernie
Summers, PSM Bernie Baker, PSM
Percy Darlington.

Quite a few of the Sr. NCOs in this
picture were later commissioned.

Can anyone help? Who was the
person between Sgts Weave! and
Olito??
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SPITZBERGEN AND "3 STATES'

 l"m going to tell the story of the small
 part I played in our "free, all expenses
 paid trip" on the Spitzbergen Raid.

 I was in D Company, 17 Platoon, Section
 4 when our company was chosen for
 this unique and great adventure to
 occupy the  Norwegian town  of
 Longerbene, a coal mining town of 800
 Norwegian civilians.

 Part of our group was to land at the
 Russian coal mining town of Barentsburg
and help evacuate 2000 Russian coal
 miners back to Russian, as Joe Stalin
 needed more soldiers.

We left Glasgow in the latter part of
August 1941 on the Empress of Canada,
a large three funnel vessel converted to
a troop carrier. On our way we called
into the harbour of Reykjavik, Iceland.
We noticed that tents on the shore were
occupied by Americans, whose nation
was not in the war at that time.

From here we went on to Iceland, and I
remember a small vessel in the harbour
with a huge flag of the Irish Free State
painted on the side and covered with
slops thrown overboard. One wag
remarked "It's the Pride of the Irish
Navy." I was told we went over the area
that the battleship HMS Hood had been
sunk earlier in the war. We were also
told that if we fell overboard the ship
would not stop for us due to the activity
of German submarines believed to be in
the area. On our journey the weather
took a turn for the worse and I had to go
down in the hold to help shift cargo. And
was I ever sick! It was a rough night.

                   Prepared by Sam Lenko

 Finally, we transferred on to a destroyer
 and pulled into the landing dock. We
 had to climb this big hill to get into the
town. We had to run down the main
 street with fixed bayonets past the
 miners' buildings. As we were moving a
 coal miner ran up to me and said "I'm
from Red Deer, Alberta." I just kept
 moving until we were ordered to halt.
Then we were placed in a hall and
 issued sleeping bags and had to sleep
on the floor. I was then placed as a
guard at a hugh liquor warehouse. I then
decided to "liberate" some Italian wines
and orange gin. After I had accumulated
a stock and hid a bunch in my sleeping
bag and one other place I was set to go
into business. While I was on guard
there was about 12 young people of the
island who had decided to get married
and they needed some spirits. I was able
to help the cause and decided that the
price would be 30 Kronen - Norwegian
money. Business was brisk, and I also
ended up with some mining money and
a 10 shilling note.

Of course all good things come to an
end and I was then placed on the hugh
bank overlooking the ocean behind a
Bren Gun. So, with each shift the dismal
hours went by. While on guard I did
witness a soccer game on the beach
between the Canadians and Norwegians.
Also, ! saw the Engineers blow up a
couple of ships loaded with coal
destined for Germany.

When I came off a shift and came into
the building where we were billeted there
was a group of my comrades playing
poker. I went to my sleeping bag and it
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didn't look right to me. I patted it, and
my "inventory" had disappeared. I got
after the poker players, and all I received
was evasive answers. I didn't even
receive one drink of my ill gotten gains!

Once when I was off guard duty I was
invited onto a Norwegian icebreaker, the
Iseborjn, by her captain. He said he
wanted one soldier to be on it so he,
too, could go to England. He told me he
could not go on his own as he had
signed a paper with the German Navy.
As it was his own ship it was not blown
up. As far as I know we left him when we
departed for Glasgow. His vessel was
slow and could not keep up with the
convoy.

After the Empress of Canada took the
Russians to Archangel she came back
and we put on the spoils of war and
sailed back to Scotland.

We arrived back in September, 1941, by
good fortune intact. We landed and tied
up at the dock in Glasgow. I was one of
the few chosen to stay behind as the
rear party to help take care of our stores.

While in dock, as the stevedores were
unloading the vessel, I went down into
the hold and looked around. I spotted
three large wooden crates with "3 States"
stencilled on them. I told the fellows
loading the sling to put them in and take
them up. I ran up and down the gang
plank and I watched as the cargo came
up on the deck, then down on to the
wharf. I had a Scottish lorry driver help
me push them aside and put them on
his truck and get them out of the dock
area, telling him I would give him one
package of 500 cigarettes for his efforts.

After loading them on to his truck I fixed

my bayonet on my rifle and stood in the
back besides the three cases of 50,000
cigarettes each.

We drove up to the gate where there
was a Customs Inspector. I told him we
had military goods and he said to pass.
We went down to 117 Savcherhall Street,
to a tobacconist shop where I could sell
them. I sold them for 1 shilling and
sixpence for each pack of ten. At this
stage of the war it was hard to buy any
cigarettes in Glasgow. After we left the
police had to handle the lineup so the
people could make their purchases! Jim
Stone was still a Sergeant at that time
and he often laughingly reminded me of
the police handling the queue up.

Soon after I had "liberated" the cases of
cigarettes I told Bill Remple about it. So
he too wanted a crate and we went into
the hold. I watched them put a crate in
the sling and I told Bill to go below on
the dock, fast. I then also ran down and
we watched the sling come up and it
was lowered first on the deck, and it just
disappeared as it wasn't in the sling
when it came down on the wharf with
the rest of the items. The stevedores, I
guess, had become wise to what was
taking place and they, too, capitalized
on the venture.

We came back to Oxted, Surrey, and
back to the same old grind. We were
then given a nine day leave to London
and a group of us tried to drink the box
dry of ale in the Mitre Pub, just off
Trafalgar Square. We cashed in all our
money at the Norwegian Legation and
had a wonderful time.
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OTHERS AT SPITZBERGEN

For last year's edition of the Forty-Niner
Colin White sent us a copy of an article
on Operation Gauntlet by Capt.(N) T.
Elworthy published in the Victoria Times
Colonist. Colin White believed that he
and Bill Purvis were the only ones left
from D Coy and a PI of C Coy from our
Regiment that went on that operation.
Sam Lenko, ever the entrepreneur, was
busy up there too as Sam's entertaining
article elsewhere in this edition could be
subtitled "now it can be told".

Norm Furnell advises that he was also
a member of D Coy at Spitzbergen. Prior
to going there he was on a course on
the Vickers MG and on arrival at
Spitzbergen he was attached to the
Saskatoon Light Infantry and his gun pit
was below the power house near the
landing dock.

Norm's only other claim to fame that he
recalls on that operation was that, prior
to leaving the island, he was put on a
detail to load two large turbines onto a
destroyer at the dock. As there were no
loading machinery the detail of several
members of the platoon had to
manhandle it onto the dock. They placed
several 2" x 6" on the dock and deck of
the ship and with two ropes on each end
pulled with several others and pushed it
onto the deck of the ship. One of the
turbines got anglewise on the planks
and the members on one rope pulled
more than the crew on the other end
and the turbine slipped off the planks
into the water. There was quite a
discussion about this but thanks to the
Navy they wouldn't wait any longer.
Happily they sailed for the Empress of
Canada and the whole incident was

forgotten.

Mike Antonio recalled his impressions
of Spitzbergen to Frank Kozar:

" One of my recollections of Spitzbergen
(somewhat clouded after 50 years)
concerns transporting our group to the
Norwegian town of Longyearbyen, some
30 miles up the fjord from Barentsberg,
the Russian settlement, where the
Empress of Canada dropped anchor.

"We off-loaded from the Empress of
Canada onto a destroyer and proceeded
up the fjord at full speed ahead. As we
approached the town the question was
raised how we would make our way
ashore. The destroyer Captain decided
that the best way to have us embark was
over the bow of the ship while he kept it
snug up against the dock with the
engines.

"As we approached the dock many of
the residents gathered at the waters
edge to see what was going on. As soon
as we started to clamber over the bow to
the dock a voice from the crowd shouted
'is 101 Street still there?' This chap had
lived in Edmonton for about 20 years
having returned to Norway a couple of
years before the war started. Somewhat
startling to say the least.

" An introduction to Acquivit. A
continuation of the Spitzbergen sage. To
set the scene. There was about six miles
of  rough  road  leading  out  of
Longyearbyen and close by one flatbed
truck.

" One evening we received word that
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one of our men had made his way to a
wedding reception being held some
distance out of the town. He apparently,
having consumed some quantity of
Acquivit, was now unwelcome and would
we please come and remove him.

"Six of us headed up the road with the
flatbed truck and upon arriving found our
compatriot to be loaded beyond
description. We (all six of us) dragged
and manhandled him onto the trucks'
deck and headed back to town.

"The Acquivit had given him the strength
of Hercules and we travelled the road
back, being thrown off the flatbed one
time and having to climb back on. On
arrival at camp the only place we could
find to confine him overnight was a coal
shed. In the morning he looked much
worse for wear having spent most of the
night butting his head again the door,
trying to get out. For some reason
Acquivit is one brand of liquor I have
never consumed!

MORE COMINGS AND GOINGS

It's been almost a year now, but we wish
to report that Major John C. Matthews,
CD, "retired" having reached CRA
(compulsory retirement age). After a
career in the Regular component (with
the R22eR - Van Doos) John took an
early retirement and came to our
Regiment in 1986. For 10 years as a
part-timer,  John's  counsel  and
leadership were essential for our Militia
battalion's success.

Replacing Norm Greene as Deputy
Commanding Officer is Major Sam
Moore, CD. Sam retired recently from
the Regular component and has decided
to remain in Edmonton. Sam brings to
the Regiment a background in logistics,
and spent much of his career with The
Canadian Airborne Centre training those
who wanted to exit perfectly serviceable
aircraft in mid-flight. Welcome aboard!

With Bryan Read being CFR'd (article
elsewhere this edition), he is being
replaced as Regimental Sergeant Major
by Chief Warrant Officer G.M. (Gord)

Descoteaux. Gord comes to our Militia
battalion after a career with the PPCLI.

Returning to Edmonton from Naramata,
B.C. (Penticton is a suburb of Naramata
- at least that's what I was told) is Jack
Boddington. Jack was an Officer in our
Regiment in Grande Prairie and
Edmonton in the late 1950s & early '60s.
Regimental Police Platoon and Judo
instructor, if memory serves me.

Director of Music of our regimental band,
Wendy Crispin, has been promoted to
Captain and also appointed Aide de
Camp (ADC) to the Lieutenant Governor
of the Province of Alberta.

Frank Eakin had gone missing AWL (at
least from our rolls). He resides in
Rexdale, Ontario. Full address at the
back of the book. Mel McPhee has a
new address (when not in Tucson, Az).
David Scott has also moved within
Edmonton. Out on the Island, Doug
Burns and Jack Childs have also
relocated since last year's list.
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LEONFORTE: A VIEW FROM THE RANKS
                                    Prepared by Ivan Feldberg

 This is the story of only one town,
 Leonforte, in Sicily 22 July 1943.

 Up until we reached LEONFORTE I had
 been on the strength of Battalion
 Headquarters as an Interpreter. There
were no prisoners to talk to, so I really
didn't do much work except for the
occasion when we were coming out of
 PIAZZA ARMINA when we got held up
by a cross fire and I got a bullet across
my left shoulder blade. Pretty scary, but
nothing compared to what was I going
to get into - the real thing like my A
Company guys already had experienced
several times by then.

Now, this is how I remember the start of
LEONFORTE. In the afternoon of 22 July
I was asked by one of our officers to
keep an eye on the radio truck. Well, I
never knew one button from the next
and I told him just that. He just told me
"You're not doing anything around here
so get back to your own company." So,
that was fine with me and I was then
back under Sgt. Ralph Craven, my
Platoon Sergeant, and Captain Tighe as
our Company Commander, and all my
other buddies.

We had heard the Engineers were
having a hard time getting a bridge
across a deep ravine, so it was planned
that A Company would go in first as the
Artillery left off at 1900 hrs. sharp

The head of "A" Company was right on
the dot of the last shell stopping, and up
the bank we went. It had to be done very
quietly as there was a ravine on the
other side and it left an open space that
we had to cross. At the smallest sound

the enemy would fire at the open spot.
One of our guys named Zilnig tried to
get to that gun but was caught by their
fire.

 It didn't take long and we were in the
main street with no other cover than a
few drain pipes which felt good at the
time. We were also all told to keep within
arms distance of each other to pass
word back if it came to that. Well, I got
pushed out of my position for the third
time and my 2ic said to me to stay in
place or I'd get a shot in the guts. Well,
I never said anything to him then, just
said to myself "You may get it later" and
let it go.

Crowding from the back was the big
problem and if you even found a drain
pipe to take cover behind it gave you a
bit of hope. We were about half into the
town by now and when a German 88
fired it was something you can hardly
explain because it hit before you knew it
was coming. The same with a machine
gun on a German tank; when it ripped
off a whole belt of bullets you could
almost feel it was cutting someone ti
pieces. The imagination easily runs away
at times like that.

The crowding from behind now stopped
as it was getting too close to the tank.
Our radio man, Fred Abel, got shot in
the neck area and had to pass the radio
on to someone else. Another man was
too far into the road when the 88 fired
and it took his left arm right off. Another
guy made a bad move and got the point
of his mates bayonet into his stomach,
and as we passed him his groaning
pains didn't do much for our morale.
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Just a bit past this spot two NCOs heard
a noise from over a stone wall, and with
their Tommy guns they stopped some
enemy from getting some trucks started.
One Corporal was Eddy Mullins. This
was the only battle that I took part in
where I had "fixed bayonets".

We were next given the order to move
up but a friend of all of us never got up
so we left him there, as it was just after
the 88 had fired. Baxter, E.R. was the
guy. (He was found the next morning by
the PPCLI when they went in with the
tanks and no opposition now!) Finally
getting to the end of the wall we took a
sharp turn to our right and took a rest on
a little knoll. We soon got spotted and
down came the mortars. It took no time
no time for us to sneak off here to the
next hill south of us as we were now
going back to our original jumping off
place the night before. We had given the
Engineers some badly needed time for
that bridge!

We were all real tired by now but give a
Eot of credit to our Officers and NCOs.
They made us ai! sit back to back with
four men to keep us awake. Very soon
daylight was coming and a patrol of
enemy was spotted to the east of us,
most likely their intention was to cut us
off. We a!i got called to that side, and
when they sat down for a rest we got
our own back for once. I'm sure, as was
everyone else, that they didn't know just

where we were at that time. We took
some prisoners here and as a mate of
mine, Joe Orwald, had taken a spent
bullet to his face, which was now very
badly swollen, I asked one enemy for his
water bottle. This caused a bit of a
hassle, as I took this onto myself to take
the water bottle and give Joe a drink.
But it just trickled out of his swollen
cheeks.

Now we got our way back to our
jumping off place from the night before.
Word reached our Company Officers
that a very large portion of our other
companies got trapped in the town, and
that included our CO as well. Anyways,
things turned out for the best as just
before the enemy was able to get their
hands on all our commanders the PPCLI
moved in with the tanks and the enemy
fled the town.

We did the big job, and as we 49ers all
know they took the glory. And so ended
one of the awful scariest times of any of
the actions I took part in. That is what!
can remember to this day and I'm sure
all our fears were well hid from our
mates because they did the same. Who
can say any weren't scared of the
inevitable that could happen at any time
to any of us. As it was we lost seven
good comrades and friends that night,
but there were more to lose later. There
are now few of us left to remember that
night.



YOUNG SOLDIERS OF THE REGIMENT - 1960
                                                                Prepared by lan Edwards

The newspaper clipping on the left column of this page fell out of a binder that Barney
Olson kept amongst his papers. The strength of our Regiment has had its ups and
downs over the past 80 or more years. In the postwar era effective numbers reached a
low point in the mid 1950s. Numbers were dramatically revived by the inspiration in 1957
of Major Oakie and others to recruit high school students in what was adopted nationally
as the Young Soldiers Training Plan (later Student Militia Training Plan). Minimum age
was 16 but many were even younger. In those days the Edmonton Journal ran a weekly
column for the Militia; this was one of them:

 Loyal Edm. Regf.
  Saturday was recruiting day

 at the Prince of Wales Armories
 and a satisfying number o(
 young men turned up to join the
 Canadian Army Militia. During
 the next week these lads will be
 documented and issued with
 uniforms and then on Jan, 28
 they will commence their re-
 cruit training under Capt. B, D.
 Stanton, as company command-
 er. He will be assisted by Lieut.
 J. Donaldson, Sgt. D. V. Berg.
 Corporals G. F. Ball, D. Last-
 wicka, 'B. E. McLslland and
 Lance Cpl. D. R. Federation.
 Lieut. Donaldson transferred
 from "B" Company and the
 NCO's transferred from H.Q.
 Company.

  Saturday was also pay d@y for
 those members of the regiment
 who are training under the
 young soldier training plan.

  "B" Company with about 100
 troops on parade trained at the
 Hamilton Gault Barracks, pur-
 suing qualifications for trained
 militiamen. Full advantage was
 taken of the mild weather.

  H.Q. Company is proceeding
 with a revi&x! syllabus in sig-
 nals sad regimental police
 training and it is iateaded to re-
 assess troops with trades quali-
 fications to ensure that the high
 standards required to obtain
 qualifications are maintained.

  Junior and nenior NCO courtea
were started on Sunday and the
regiment iff represented by Sgt,
G. 3. McVee, Cpl. W. H. 1/scsf
at the senior NCO course and
Ptes. B. w. Lficiam, W>
Steevas, D. E. Miller, D. G.
Miller and P. J. TobolsSd. Other
membera who have been select-
ed to take similar course during
the Easter vacation are A/Sgt.
D. V. Berg, CpL M. Gtettfg for
senior NCO and Ptea P. D.
D'Obrenan, D. A. Fleck and B.
P. Yerxa ft*- junior NCO quali-
^'""tigtt

Where are those "Young Soldiers" of 1960
now ("final ranks" in brackets)?

-Bernie Stanton (LCol), joined LEdmnR soon
  after WW2. Asociation member.

-J. Donaldson (Capt) - moved to Calgary?
-Don Berg (Lt) - insurance agent.
-G. F. Ball (Cpl) - Royal Roads?
-Dale Lastiwicka (Cpl) - moved to Toronto in

  1967 after a few years with C.N.R.
-Buddy McLelland (Cpl) - left LEdmnR about

  1962, rejoined briefly about 1966.
-Don Federation (L/Sgt) - became P.Eng.
-G.J. (Don) McVee (Sgt) - son of Wally McVee,

  now a Major in Camp Borden.
-Bill Lucas (Sgt)- paramedic?
-Brian(?) Lamarre (Re) - where is he now?
-Wilf Sleeves (Cpl) - industrial tool sales in

  Winnipeg.
-Dave Miller (Sgt) - Resided in Morinville. Where

  is he now?
-Don Miller (Col) - high school department head.

  Association member.
-Paul Tobolsk! (Capt) - Resides in Banff.

  Association member.
-Max Glettig (Sgt) - died tragically about 1961.
-P.D. D'Obrenan (Pte) - wherever he is he

  probably still has a deck of cards in his
  hands.

-Dave Fleck - culinary arts instructor, Prince
  George, BC

-Brian Yerxa (Cpl) - amused us with his antics
  as a Pte. but became damn good Cpl. Now
  Red Deer?
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TWO SECTIONS MADE IT - ONE DIDN'T:
        ACQUINO, 23 MAY 1944

                                 Prepared by Ken Sherwood

 We were finally moving out, away from
 the mud, rain and snow of our winter
 playground on the ridge above the Arielli
 River. When you were laying on the
 ground in no-man's land straining to
 watch a trail originating on the other
 side, and about a half-inch of snow falls
 and you were afraid to move because
 the snow might fall off and you would
 stand out as a moving object against the
white background. You are an ambush
patrol, and this is sunny Italy. (After all,
didn't Lady Astor tell the world that we
were all enjoying the vino, girls and
sunshine, and we were nothing more than
D-Day Dodgers?)

 It was late April or early May of 1944
when "Sticky" (Mr. Glew) called me in
and told me I would be going to an NCO
course. The 2nd Canadian Infantry
 Brigade NCO Course was held in a little
 mountain top village called Cerce
 Maggiore. According to my paybook the
course was over on the 16th of May and
I would be heading back to my unit. I
was dropped off in the unit area and I
finally found 8 Platoon and looked for a
hole to bunk in. "Stinky" sent for me
again and informed me that I would take
a section in to blow the wire in the Hitler
Line, if he could find some bodies to
make a semblance of a section. My
memory is getting bad but I remember
we had a carrier with a Sergeant and
two Sappers tagging along away behind.
When we located the wire I would send
back for the Engineers to bring up the
explosives and blow the wire with
bangalores. In the meantime my section
would give covering fire if necessary.

 We were standing around at the start
 line, and we had been up for hours and
 the outgoing mail was thick and heavy.
 I believe I had three men which was
 nearly a typical section in those days. I
 see this fellow coming towards me and
 I know him quite well and he tells me
 that he has just come up from
 convalescence and "Sticky" told him to
find me and he would be the fourth
 member of my section. We stood and
talked and he told me he had been
slightly wounded in the neck just below
 his jaw and had been in hospital for
awhile. While we were talking I was
watching him and he turned pale and
started to shake and shiver. I asked him
 if he was OK, and he said he was. He
 got worse and I told him to head right
 down the road behind us and go directly
to the RAP. Some might say that I did
 not have the authority to take him out of
 action, but if you looked around there
was no one else, and as a section leader
 it was my job to try and protect my
people. After this incident unfolded, I felt
I saved this man's life that day. I did not
find his name in the Regiment's casualty
list. (His name is William (Bill) Heyd and I
would appreciate any information about
him).

We got the signal to move out along this
old sunken road and when we got
through a heavy stand of oak trees and
started into the grain fields the shelling
started. Of course Jerry had this area all
taped and as soon as we got far enough
away from tree cover he fired only two
rounds. It was starting to get hot and I
was in the act of removing my tunic
when the shells came in. they burst
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about twenty feet off the ground with the
interval it takes to reload an 88mm. I
dropped my tunic and I was blowing big
bloody bubbles out of a hole in my
chest. I knew where my men should be
and managed to find two: Pte. Fish and
Pte. Oerlemans. Both died right there
and I momentarily thought of Bill Heyd.
I needed help to put a shell dressing on
because my right arm was useless. I
moved off to my left and found a
Sergeant in the PPCLI and got my
dressing tied on and he suggested that
I head out for the RAP. History says that
on the 23rd of May, 1944 that three
assault sections from the Loyal Eddies
were sent in to blow the concertina wire
in front of the enemy line and two
sections made it and one didn't.

I started walking in the direction I hoped
would take me to the RAP. I went
through a small clearing and at least five
tanks from the North Irish Horse were
burning. Stretcher bearers went past me
and told me to keep moving. I'm sure
that the people they were carrying out
that day were thankful that someone was
looking out for them. I lost track of time
but arrived at the RAP and there were
rows and rows of stretchers; they
wouldn't give me a drink as they were
afraid the shrapnel had penetrated down
to my stomach, the medics put a tag on
me and loaded me onto a jeep. the next
five days are a blank to me. Padre Bailey
came to visit in the hospital and asked if
there was anything I needed and I said
I'd like a pair of new flashes (which I
received and still have). Doug Robb, a
friend of "D Coy" also visited. He earned
the MM on the 23rd of May, 1944. Bob
Wilson, another from "D Coy" picked up
my tunic and turned in my paybook but
kept my wallet. I tried to track him down
but when I found out where he was it

was too late - he'd passed on. The
hospital tape is still on my paybook to
hold it together; it must have been
kicking around for some time because it
was in good shape when I left it in the
tunic in the grain field that day.

I was in the 14th and 15th Canadian
General Hospitals until the 17th of
September, 1944 when I was finally
loaded on a stretcher at Caserta and put
in an ambulance for the ride to Naples.
Both Canadian and British servicemen
were heading home. We were loaded on
the hospital ship Oranje sailing for
Liverpool. I don't remember how I got to
the 19th Canadian General Hospital at
Marston Green, just out of Birmingham.
Most there were casualties from France
except a fellow from the Westminsters
who said he was Mahony's batman
(Major John Keefer Mahony was awarded
the Victoria Cross for valour at Melfa
River, 24 May 1944.) I stayed in the 19th
until the end of October and as I only
had a dry dressing I was sent to the No.
1 N.E.T.D. at Thurston, where I was
given seven days leave. During that time
I went to Cardiff with a fellow who had a
friend at Christchurch. (Christchurch was
the evac. hospital for D-Day Normandy).

I arrived in Halifax on the 8th of
December, 1944 on the maiden voyage
of the number 2 hospital ship called the
 Letitia, which was not yet painted as a
hospital ship. I had to board as a sitting
patient, which meant that I was fully
dressed with boots off but on a
stretcher. One of my aunts was a
 Nursing Sister and she checked me in
as I came on board. She informed me
that I wouldn't like home because of all
the rationing. Compared to what! She
 put me in bed for two days - was it
 (continued on Pg. 49)
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THE QUEEN'S LANCASHIRE REGIMENT

In November and December, 1995, an
augmented A Company of The First
Battalion, The Queen's Lancashire
Regiment carried out Public Duties in
London, including guard mountings at
Buckingham Palace and the Tower of
London. This was only the third time the
Regiment had done so in over 300
years. The Officers had the great honour
and pleasure of entertaining Her Majesty
The Queen to luncheon in the St.
James's Palace Mess.

The 1st Battalion completed a tour of
duty this spring in the former Yugoslavia,
assuming command of an area of
operations in Bosnia-Herzegovina at the
end of February. 1QLR was part of 4
(UK) Armoured Brigade based in Sipovo,
part of IFOR, the NATO Implementation
Force. In effect, the 1 QLR was organized
as an expanded "battlegroup" consisting
of 1QLR (including their Support
Company in a rifle company role), plus a
squadron from each of the Queen's
Royal Hussars and the Light Dragoons,
52 (Niagara) Battery of 4 Regt RA and
TAP 'P' (forward air controllers) plus

smaller attachments such as Royal
Military Police.

The 1st Battalion is expected to be
posted to Northern Ireland for an
"accompanied" tour (wives et al) about
the time we go to press. Normally, the
Battalion is stationed at Bhurtpore
Barracks, Tidworth,Andover, Hampshire.

The 4th (Volunteer) Battalion of the QLR,
is stationed at Kimberley Barracks,
Preston, Lancashire. Their role, similar to
that of our own Militia battalion, is to
reinforce their Regular Army when
required with individuals, sub units or
units either in UK or overseas. The 4
QLR fulfils its role as part of the
Territorial Army (TA), and last year sent
30 soldiers to the Regular Army and had
numerous volunteers called up for a tour
in Bosnia, had members in Northern
Ireland or in Germany with The 2nd
Battalion, Royal Regiment of Fusiliers.
The 4th Battalion also had 10 soldiers
within a composite TA company on an
operational tour in the Falkland Islands.

The 4 QLR also gained a new Honorary
Colonel on 1 April 1996. He is Charles
Geoffrey Nicholas, Baron Shuttleworth.
Educated at Eaton College, The Lord
Shuttleworth DL FRICS has enjoyed a
successful  career  in  real  estate
management and in 1986 was appointed
Deputy Lieutenant for the County of
Lancashire. "LOYAUTE M'OBLIGE"
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THE KIMBERLEY REGIMENT

In 1933 The Edmonton Regiment
became allied with The Loyal Regiment
(North Lancashire), which through
amalgamation in the British Army
became The Queen's  Lancashire
Regiment. In 1934 - 1935 we became
allied with two more Commonwealth
regiments that shared alliances with the
Loyals. In Australia the 47th Battalion
(Wide Bay Regiment) shared with its
Imperial cousin a common numeral (the
47th of Foot became the 1st Loyals in
1881). The Wide Bay Regiment was
absorbed into 1st Battalion, Royal
Queensland Regiment in 1960.

Kimberiey Regiment cap & collar badge

The Kimberley Regiment is
headquartered in the South African city
of the same name. The Second Battalion
of The Loyal Regiment earned a unique
battle honour in the South African War

1899-1902 for its defence of that city
against a long seige by the Boers. The
Kimberley Regiment was formed in 1899,
with antecedent regiments dating back
to 1876. Two battalions of the Regiment
saw active service during the Great War
and participated in the South-West Africa
campaign 1914-1915. The Kimberley
Regiment mobilized on 22 July 1940 and
was employed on garrison duty in the
Union and in South-West Africa (now
Namibia) before preceding to Egypt in
1943.  Between  1943 -  1945 it
amalgamated with the Imperial Light
Horse to form a battalion for the Italian
Campaign.

It would appear that our alliance with
The Kimberley Regiment lapsed. With
the removal of the Republic of South
Africa from the Commonwealth in the
1960s the alliance, if it had continued,
would doubtless have been severed just
as it was between The Kimberley
Regiment and the Queen's Lancashire
Regiment. With the readmittance of
South Africa to the Commonwealth in the
last two years the alliance between The
Kimberley Regiment and the Queen's
Lancashire  Regiment  has  been
reinstated. Perhaps it is time for The
Loyal Edmonton Regiment to also
reinstate such an alliance. "Munus Vult
Jacturam" (Duty Entails Sacrifice).

Two Sections Made It

something I said? The hospital train was
in three sections, with the third section
for passengers from Winnipeg west to
Vancouver (Little Mountain). I arrived in
Calgary at 9:00 pm and transported to

Mewata for processing. It was good to
Say down on a bunk that wasn't moving
for a change. After that, it was the usual
30 day furlough followed by my medical
discharge on the 22nd of January, 1945.



A TEST IN REST - JUNE 1944

After the bitter and costly Liri battle of May 1944, the 1st Canadian Division was pulled
out of the line to "set-up, clean-up and rest-up". Training and exercises continued, prior
to returning to battle. On one occasion our Anti-Tank Platoon showed just how good it
was in competition, as this copy of the results will attest:

^1 bty 1 A/Tk Regt., RCA

50 Jun 44

   Shown below are the result'- of the ^un Drill Competition held 29
   Jun 44 at l?t A/Tic area. The competition b^ng between the Bty"i
   of the A/Tk Regfc anf the Infantry A/Tk Platoong of the Division,

                                              () T? m? R^ /?'
DETACHMENT CORRECTNESS aPEED DEPORTMENT ^\HNBR    TOTAL URDER C

C

For your information, Please.

(J.H.gutherlond,) Major, ROA.,
00 51 Bfy 1 A/Tk Ragfc.. RGA.

5IOVEW
-^ Let us know

 when you know.
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4
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HMS MINERVA - 1908

About 20 miles down Route 114, where
our Regiment paused in early September
1943 after the capture of Sicily, lies the
major port of Messina. From Reggio di
Calabria on the Italian mainland,
Messina can been seen less than 10
miles across the Strait.

M17041 Bill Moody was there with our
Headquarters Transport section then.
Across the Strait Bill's dad, 227212 E.C.
Moody, Leading Signalman, Royal Navy,
had been there under much different
conditions in 1908. On that year, on
December 28th, a massive

earthquake destroyed almost all of the
city and killed some 70,000 people. The
Royal Navy was there to provide aid and
assistance. In recognition a special
medal was issued to crew members. The
citation reads:

"His Britannic Majesty's Ambassador
At Rome has much pleasure in forwar-
ding the Commemorative Medal which
His Majesty the King of Italy has been
graciously pleased to confer upon you in
recognition of services rendered to the
victims of the earthquake in Southern
Italy of December 28th, 1908."

^ONLY YANKWTTENDS REUNION (1989)
Louis Thadei in helmet, with Joe Chenger in Holland at WW2's end in 1945, Left: Louis Thadei in 1989.
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BRIGADIER ROWAN COLEMAN

Brigadier Rowan Coleman, who has died
aged 81, commanded three separate
Canadian infantry battalions during the
Second World War, in Italy, Holland and
Germany.

His first battle experience came in 1942,
when he was attached to the Buffs for
the First Army's invasion of Tunisia. That
experience served him well: the next July
he commanded a company of Princess
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry in the
assault on Sicily.

For the first two weeks, the Canadian
advance on the left flank of the Eighth
Army was slowed as much by the
enervating climate and difficult terrain as
by the Italian troops who opposed them.
But then they ran into German Panzer
Grenadiers in the mountainous country
southwest of Mount Etna.

The Canadians aimed first to take the hill
town of Leonforte, and then, using it as
a hinge, to swing east to attack the
flanks of the enemy opposing the 51st
Highland Division. The only approach to
the town was by a twisting switchback
road which crossed a deep ravine on the
southern outskirts of the built-up area.
The bridge over it had been destroyed.

The rifle companies of The Loyal
Edmonton Regiment fought their way
into the town, allowing sappers to repair
the bridge. The communications broke
down. Concerned for the Edmontons,
the brigade commander ordered a flying
column to gain the town at all costs.

Enemy posts near the entrance to the

Reprinted from The Weekly Telegraph, Issue No. 273

    town, overwhelmed by the speed of the
    attack, surrendered. The Patricias, led by
    a Sherman tank, thrust up the main
    street, and bumped into a German tank,
    which was destroyed at 10 yards' range.
    Coleman drove on, reached the north
    end of the town and secured the railway
    station. His actions were vital to the
     success of the Canadian advance, and
     earned him a Military Cross.

     By September, and the invasion of Italy,
     Coleman was a major and second-in-
     command of the Patricias. During the
     subsequent operations, particularly in
    the heavy fighting at Ortona, he often
    took temporary command. In May he
     was promoted to lead The Loyal
     Edmonton Regiment.

     Two weeks later, he was twice wounded
     in the early stages of the bloody attack
     on the Hitler Line. Invalided to Britain, he
     was promoted Colonel to command an
     infantry reinforcement unit.

     In February 1945 he stepped down in
     rank in order to command The Lincoln
     and Welland Regiment of the 4th
     Canadian Armoured Division, about to
     take part in the battles in the Rhineland.

     Three weeks before the war ended in
     Europe, the Lincoln and Welland was
     advancing toward Friesoythe, between
     Meppen and Oldenburg. The route was
     flanked on both sides by heavy woods,
     the road mined and covered by heavy
     mortar and machine-gun fire.

     Coleman was moving behind his leading
     company, when it came upon a huge
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crater, which had completely wrecked
the road. Attempting to circumvent it,
they were halted by Panzerfaust and
machine-gun fire.

Coleman immediately went forward and
directed the fire and movement of his
troops so skilfully that they quickly
disposed of the enemy rearguard. To
keep up the momentum, Coleman
pressed on without his supporting arms,
which were held up by the crater. At the
village of Mittelsten Thule, his leading
company became involved in savage
street fighting. Coleman placed himself
at the head of his second company and
attacked the town with dash that they
overwhelmed its defences, killing 20 of
the enemy and capturing 15 prisoners.

In the words of his DSO citation, "The
bold advance of his battalion in the face
of a determined enemy was only
possible because Coleman demanded of

his troops nothing which he would not
do himself."

Rowan Corry Coleman was born on
June 22, 1915 at Winnipeg where his
father was western manager of the
Canadian Pacific Railway. Rowan was
educated at University School, Victoria,
and at Manitoba and McGill universities,
before reading law at Dalhousie, in
Halifax. He was admitted to the Bar, but
never practised.

In civilian life after the war, Coleman
joined  the  Reserve  Force  and
commanded its 18th Infantry Brigade in
Calgary from 1948 to 1950. He later
moved to Montreal to become head of
McGill  University's  department  of
placement and eventually its registrar.
His health had been undermined by the
strains of war and he was obliged to
retire at 50.

He never married.

WHO MAKES HISTORY?

It's not just the generals that make
history. Their stories have all been told.
The men in the ranks - you guys from
World War II - still have much to tell. I'm
not talking about the grand sweep of
things, or even where was C Coy at
2300 hrs on the 17th.

Probably the most important book to
come out of the Napoleonic Wars was
"Recollections of Rifleman Harris", the
memoirs of a private soldier. That may
be a little hard to duplicate, but a few
pages from you would not be difficult.

For next year's Forty-Niner your
comrades want you to help them
remember - what was it like as an
ordinary soldier. Doubltless, somethings
are painful to remember, but many times
were good times, and those times you
wish you could do over again. You can't,
but you can put your thoughts to paper.
Please. This year. Now.

Handwritten, typed, dictated into a tape
cassette or on a floppy disk. And thanks.
- lan Edwards, Editor



UPDATE ON "WELCOME HOME - 1945'

Last year (pg. 34) we published a picture
of a cluster of Loyal Eddies as they
arrived at the train station when the
Battalion arrived back in Edmonton on 6
October 1945. We could only identify
two faces (Trueman and Collier). Thanks
to Jack Birmingham we can now expand
this list:

1. Sgt. Jim Trueman - Kelowna
2. Clarence "Dutch" Collier
7. Alex "Blinkey" Danard - ex Seaforth

   Highlanders
8. George Price - Mortar PI.
15. Jack Howsen (possibly)

We are a little more positive about the
members leaning out of the rail coach a
few minutes earlier the same day, from
left to right as viewed:

1. Roy Wilson - Lumby, B.C.
2. ? Nash - for sure - Dispatch Rider &

   Mortar PI.
3. Alex Harris - Mortar PI.
4. John Geary - for sure - Mortar PI.
5. ? Johnson (or possibly Lyie

    Richards?) - Mortar PI.
6. Joe Poirier - for sure - Mortar PI.

There may also have been someone
named "Hunter" in this photo, information
comes from several sources. Joe Poirier
returned to Edmonton a few years ago,
after being out at the West Coast for 30
years. We hope he will rejoin the
Association.
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'ONLY YANK' ATTENDS REUNION (1989)

Editor's Note: due to a slip up (I won't say who's to blame, "no names-no pack drill") Louie Thadei's name
was left off our membership list in last year's Fortyniner. Certainly, he had paid and his good friend Joe
Chenger also sent dues along for him. Louie came down from Alaska and attended one of our meeting
in 1989 - his first - and his local paper, The Ketchikan Record, interviewed him shortly afterwards:

Louis Thadei was the only Yank in his
outfit in World War II. Recently his
Canadian mates located him so he could
attend the observance of the 50th
anniversary of the beginning of World
War II with the members of his regiment,
the 49th Battalion, Loyal Edmonton
Regiment Fusiliers (sic!).

The 22-year-old son of a gilnetter French
Louis Thadei, who had come to
Ketchikan in 1908, couldn't wait until the
United States got into World War II.

So he and a logger whose name he
can't recall left Ketchikan in 1940 and
tried to enlist in the Canadian Navy in
Prince Rupert. But they wouldn't take
Yanks.

So they hopped a freight and rode the
rails to Calgary to enlist in the Canadian
Army. they figured it would get them
overseas and into the thick of fighting
quickly.

Why the rush to join up?

     Better Pay

"Well, I knew I was going to be drafted
sooner or later," Louis says. "GIs got $21
a month and the Canadians got $45."
His eyes twinkle. Louis likes to embellish
his stories.

"And," he says thoughtfully, "I was
drinking and chasing and thought every
girl in Ketchikan then belonged to me.

So I got into a lot of fights. So I thought
I'd go fight over there."

When he told his father his plans, the
elder Thadei threw his hands and said,
"You can only get killed."

Louis' rush to the front was stalled,
however. He spent his first year and a
half at a Royal Canadian Air Force base
in the Queen Charlotte Islands, then was
sent to Vancouver, B.C., before getting
overseas in 1942.

First he sailed to London on a troop ship
and then was sent to Scotland for
training.

The fighting in Africa had ended and
Sicily had been secured. Louis and his
regiment landed in Italy.

     All those Thadeis

On furlough on one occasion he had the
opportunity to visit Corsica where his
father had been born. He hoped to find
some relatives. But half the people in
Corsica were named Thadei or some
variation thereof, he says.

Italy taken, they continued to France,
then Belgium, Germany and finished the
war in Holland.

Of the 90,000 Canadian troops sent to
Italy, 30,000 were killed or wounded.
How did Louis escape?
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"I've often wondered about that," he says
now. "My buddy Joe Chenger and I
made it through.

"Sometimes we'd be sitting somewhere
cracking jokes or trading stories and
laugh, and we'd look around us and no
one else was laughing. It dawned on us
that we were the only two left. The
others were replacements."

He adds, "I guess the devil takes care of
his own," grinning just a little.

    A surprising phone call

Then this spring Joe Chenger, who lives
in Alberta, called Louis. They hadn't
been in contact since the war.

"I guess some of the guys were sitting
around talking and wondered whatever
became of the Yank. Joe remembered
my talking about Alaska and then
Ketchikan stuck in his mind. So he
started calling around and I was in the
phone book.

"I couldn't believe it when I got the call.
Then I learned about the reunion of our
regiment."

Louis went down in September, forgot
his camera and the airline lost his
luggage. It was five days before it caught
up with him in his hotel in Edmonton,
Alberta.

    He remembered a few

Among all the attendees there were
maybe five or six that Louis remembered
personally.

One was his platoon commander. Louis
looked at him for the few seconds it took

to recognize him.

"If I remember, I didn't get along too well
with you," Louis said.

"If I remember, you didn't get along too
well with  anyone," the platoon
commander shot back.

     More than 40 years

He had a good time. "We ate and shot
the breeze and flirted with everyone's
wives."

"We also laid a wreath on the Cenotaph
Memorial to fallen brothers."

Louis has a number of medals. He can't
remember the names of them.

"All it took in Canada after the war to get
a drink was to show a medal, and
produce a $10 bill," he says, his mouth
puckering with his joke.

He enjoyed his experience. He won the
award for travelling the farthest to the
reunion and the award for staying out of
touch for the longest period of time.
More than 40 years.

He's thinking about making plans for the
next reunion now. He carries the badge
of his regiment in his wallet.
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               OFFICERS LOCATION LIST - L EDMN R

Commanding Officer - LCol G.G. McLean, CD
Deputy Commanding Officer - Maj. S.W. Moore, CD
Officer Commanding Headquarters Company - vacant
Officer Commanding A Company - Maj. P.J. Bury, CD
Adjutant - Capt. M.J. Pendergast
Assistant Adjutant - Capt. C. Atkin, CD
Operations Officer - Capt. S.B. Carr, PPCLI
Regimental Training Officer - Capt. R. Carlson
Officer Commanding Reconnaissance PI - Capt. N.H. Weigit
Regimental Affairs and Recruiting - Capt. F.B. Reed, CD
Cadet Liaison Officer - Capt. E.R. Federation, CD
Deputy Commanding Officer, A Coy - Capt. C.J. Chodan
Platoon Commander, A Coy - Lt. J.D. Weingardt
Platoon Commander, A Coy - Lt. G.J. Moorehead
Platoon Commander, A Coy - OCdt R.V. Barrett

Director of Music, The Loyal Edmonton Regiment Band - Capt. W.L. Crispin, ADC

Extra Regimentally Employed Officers:

Attending Militia Command and Staff College Course - Maj. D. Haas, CD
Headquarters, British Columbia Militia District - Capt. D. Gilmore
Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre Edmonton - Capt. M. Solonynko
G1 Personnel Services, Headquarters Land Forces Western Area - Capt. D. Vernon

             (also attending Militia Command and Staff College Course)
G5-3 External Communications, Headquarters Land Forces Western Area - Capt. K.J.T.
Weidlich

Excused Training and Drill:

Maj. J.F.D. St. Croix, CD
Capt. R.N. Weizenbach

"/ sometimts ful I shall remain
  a half colontt all my life."
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CADET INSTRUCTOR CADRE - AFFILIATED CADET CORPS

The aim of the Cadet Movement is to
instill in youth the attributes of good
citizenship, leadership, physical fitness
and an interest in the Canadian Forces.
Cadets, aged 12 to 18 inclusive, proudly
wear the badges and shoulder flashes of
The Loyal Edmonton Regiment, and are
instructed in the history, customs and
traditions of the Regiment.

1712 RCACC Edson
Capt. Eric Reimers
OCdt. Kathy TippI
OCdt. Debbie Tallman

2638 RCACC Hinton
Lt. Al Steinemann
OCdt. Chantelle Schooley

2685 RCACC Whitehorse.YT **
Capt. Lance Koschek, CD
Capt. Theresa Oisen
2Lt. Lydia Oblak
OCdt Gary Hunt
MWO J. Davis, CD

2850 RCACC Grande Prairie
Capt. Barry Chorney
2Lt. Randy Siletto
OCdt. Christine Walter

Adult instructors of the Cadet Instructor
Cadre are Officers in the Canadian
Armed Forces primarily tasked to
administer local corps and supervise
local  cadet  training.  The  Cadet
Movement is a partnership between the
Department of National Defence and
local sponsors (usually school boards or
service clubs).

1809 RCACC Edmonton
Capt. Rob Faulds
Lt. lan Truer

2645 RCACC Vermilion
2Lt. Tom Avery
Mrs. Debbie Avery*

2748 RCACC Fort Smith. NT
Capt. Sheldon Phinney, CD
Capt. Bill Huall

2890 RCACC Slave Lake
Capt. Bob Jensen, CD
OCdt. Jamie Brown
OCdt. Lloyd Hyatt

** 2685 RCACC Whitehorse YT cadets wear the insignia of The Yukon Regiment. The
Yukon Regiment was placed on the Supplementary Order of Battle List in 1968.

"Veil, yef, Fw found ii a i^rv rewarding career.'
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WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY?

 Ralph Paulsen writes from his home in
 Mississauga that he's recovering from
surgery in July. He'd visited Gladys
 Russell, wife of the late Sgt. Jack
 Russell, who is doing well in Salmon
Arm, B.C. Ralph was totally blind for a
couple of years but a corneal graft on
his left eye in mid-1995 restored 3%
vision "and I am happy". He and Eileen
spend their winters in Florida.

Jack Childs wants his friends to know
he has moved from Victoria to Duncan.

Mel McPhee is in Tucson, Arizona al!
this winter. This will be his first winter
away from "home" and the comfort of
family at Christmas.

As we go to press, we learn that Wally
Ross is in hospital suffering a heart
attack. We all wish him a speedy
recovery and hope that by the time
members read this he will be hope, well
on the mend.

Roy Wilson joined us for the first time,
travelling from Lumby, B.C. to Edmonton
for our A.G.M. this fall. Still spry and
active, a younger Roy Wilson is shown
leaning out of the train window back in
1945 elsewhere in this edition.

 Back in May, a WW2 member, Charles
 (Chuck) Jeffries, was in the
 Misericordia in  Edmonton  for a
transplant operation. We hope that all
went well, and that perhaps now he
 could be persuaded to join our
 Edmonton Branch. Whoever knows his
 location why don't you look him up?

G.C. (Ford) Schiller returned after his
 discharge in 1946 to Fort William (now

Thunder Bay). Ever since he has been
very active with the Elks Lodge and the
Elks Klown Band - musicians and
cartoon characters all in costume -
performing throughout the Northwest
Ontario area. Very busy particularly in
December the band is booked for 25 to
35 shows that month alone.

Dave McAra retired on 2 January 1996
after 35 years with Edmonton Transit.
And after 50 years of marriage to Win
they have two sons, 5 grandsons and 1
granddaughter, 1 great grandson, and 1
great granddaughter. He is a life
member of the Beverly Optimist Club.

Norm Furnell sent along his 1996 dues
last January "and extra as Executive
sees fit to use" [Thanks Norm - Ed.]

Don Gower writes to update members in
far flung locales that he retired back in
1985. He was a Chartered Accountant
and partner in Coopers & Lybrand in
Edmonton. Well, he claims to be only
semi-retired now, having a few small
interests. Vocations are golf and aviation.
With wife Margaret they have five
children and seven grandchildren.
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Daniel Burke - writes from his home in
Ottawa that he retired after 13 years with
the Canadian Corps of Commissionaires
at the end of March 1995. During that
period he worked with vets from all
walks of life. Daniel enclosed his dues
back in January 1996 "plus a little extra".
[Thanks Daniel - Ed.]

Gig Field sent in his 1996 dues back in
early January and writes that 1995 was
a poor year for him. Arthritis caused
such restrictions on physical activities
that there are no more golf or long
walks.

Ivan Feldberg - in late 1994 had a family
reunion back in England at the Sussex
Yeomanry Pub with all five of his sons
and their families, all in one room for the
first time since 1976.

Roland W. Scott - writes from home in
Ashmont that since retirement over 10
years ago he has been involved in the
Elks, the Legion, the Ag. Society, on the
Church board, so he's "fairly busy". He
also passes along a little extra for dues,
asking to "put the rest where it'll keep
the most". (Thanks - and to all the others who
have sent along a little extra - it sure helps. Ed.)

We understand that Terrance Swan, a
Captain in our Militia battalion a decade
or two ago, now practices law in Victoria
and has joined our B.C. Branch.

And Kent Rogers, who was a soldier in
our Regiment in the 1960s is now an
ordained clergyman in Campbell River,
B.C. Kent is the younger brother of
Doug Rogers, the new President of our
B.C. Branch.

William Dunbar wrote at the end of July
to tell us that he would not be able to
attend the B.C. Branch annual meeting.
He wishes to assure all of us that it's not
that he didn't wish to appear, it's that he
averages about three cruises each year.
This time he was to be cruising all
around South America for 53 days. He
was due to leave on October 9th and
wishes all members best wishes.

"Look upon me as you would \OUT father."
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LAST

Atkinson, Sam - passed away at age
77 on 15 July 1996 in Beaverlodge, AB.
 Sam served overseas for four years with
our Regiment. During the last year of the
war he was the Adjutant's driver.

 Beaton, Miles Alvin - passed away 2
April 1996 in Edmonton, age 80. Served
overseas from 1939 - 1945 with our
Regiment.

Coleman, MC, Brig. Rowan Corry -
passed away in Montreal, PQ on 21
September 1996. (See article elsewhere
in this edition.)

Dick, Earl C. - (M 16273) passed away
suddenly on 5 October 1995 in
Parksville, BC.

Driscoll, R.C. - passed away 15 October
1995. Resided in Southampton, England.

Heavener, Harry - passed away in
Edmonton, 24 May 1996, age 75.

Jardine, Robert Robertson - Bob
passed away on 1 October 1996, age
81. Resided in Ardrossan, AB and
served throughout the war with our
Regiment.

Kerr, Andrew - passed away 12 July
1966, age 87. Joined The Edmonton
Regiment in 1939 and subsequently
transferred to The Regina Rifles, landing
with "The Johns" at Normandy in 1944.

Lewis, Raymond Willard - Ray passed
away in Trail, B.C., on 25 May 1996, age
81. Ray served with the Regiment
throughout the war, and was with the

POST agl^F^

Anti-tank Platoon from its inception in
 1942.

McConnell, J. Alex - we regret that Alex
has passed away; we have not further
details.

McKenzie, Cdr. Kenneth D.F. - passed
away in Victoria, BC on 2 January 1996.
After graduating from the University of
Manitoba,  Ken joined the Royal
Canadian Engineers in 1941 and went
overseas in 1944, transferring to our
Regiment where he served for the
remainder of the war. In 1946 he joined
the Royal Canadian Navy and served
until 1973. Ken was Secretary Treasurer
of our B.C. Branch, 1990-1994.

McVee, Donald Waiter - Waliy passed
away on 1 November 1966 in Edmonton,
age 76. He joined the Regiment in
September 1939 and served in England,
landing with our unit in Sicily, and was
wounded at Ortona. After recovery he
served on the staff of Supreme
Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force
(S.H.A.F.E.). Rejoining the Regiment
after the war, Wally became Regimental
Sergeant Major in 1962, retiring in 1965.

Mills, Leslie Robert Jr. - passed away
3 May 1996 one day before his 73rd
birthday. Les was on our boxing team,
and served overseas in D Coy. Les was
an engineer with the C.N.R. for many
years and resided in Spruce Grove, AB.

Manning, Hon. Ernest E. - Alberta
Premier and Senator, died 19 February
1996, age 87. Served in our Second
(Reserve) Battalion in Second World War
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while an Alberta cabinet minister. It is not
well known, but a previous bout of
tuberculosis prevented him from going
on Active service during the war. He was
a Captain in 1943 when he resigned
upon becoming Premier.

Muirhead, Pierson Parvin, MM - "Pip"
passed away 4 May 1996. 101536 Pte.
P.P. Muirhead, from Kilarney, Manitoba
joined the 66th Battalion, C.E.F. at
Edmonton on 16 November 1915 and
went overseas, embarking on the S.S.
Olympic at Halifax on 28 April 1916. The
66th Battalion was broken up for
reinforcements and Pip transferred to the
49th. In the last major engagement of
the Great War, Muirhead earned the
Military Medal for his initiative in bringing
a machine gun into action on the
outskirts of Tilloy, near Cambrai, during
an advance of B Company, on 29
September 1918, towards a railway
embankment strongly held by German
forces.

Murray, Peter - passed away 26 July
1996. Peter was a Commanding Officer
of the LEdmnR Cadets in Vermilion.

Parry, William Henry - Bill passed away
at age 80 on 9 August 1996 in
Edmonton. Bill served throughout the
war with our Regiment and, like Ray
Lewis, was an anti-tank gunner from
1942. He was also a batman for Ed
Boyd for a long time. "A very fine
batman" according to Boyd.

Purvis, Eleanor - widow of Alan M.
Purvis, passed away on 11 September
1995 in Calgary.

Reesor, Frederick K., Lt. Col, MBE,
ED, CD - Fred passed away 16 July
1996 in Ottawa. Fred joined our unit in

England and served in Sicily, Italy, and
North West Europe, returning with the
Battalion as a Major in October 1945. He
subsequently spend many years with the
Royal Canadian Engineers.

Sawchyn, Matt - from High River.
Passed away in 1966. We regret that no
further details are known.

Silvester, William Henry - passed away
8 May 1996, age 82 in Nelson, B.C.
Served with our Regiment during the
Second World War. He was driver for the
Commanding Officer and the Padre at
various times.

Smart, George - Geordie passed away
16 February 1996 in Cold Lake, AB.

Stark, Tony - passed away 12 July
1995. Resided in Enderby, B.C.

Storrier, Alan John - passed away 30
April 1996, age 79. Joined our Regiment
in September, 1939, transferring in
England to the 4th Princess Louise
Dragoon Guards and served with them
in Sicily and Italy and North West
Europe.

Wachter, Alvin A. - passed away 10
September 1995 in Nanaimo, B.C.

Watson, Eric (Rick), WO - passed away
11 October 1996, age 52. At time of
death was Deputy Director (Bandmaster)
of our regimental Band. After a career as
a bandsman with the Regular Force
(including the band of the RCR), Watson
became a member of the band of 418
(City of Edmonton) Squadron. When that
air squadron was disbanded a couple of
years ago Watson and a number of
others transferred to our Band.
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MEMBERSHIP NAMES AND ADDRESSES

B.C. ASSOCIATION

 Tom N. (Scottie) Adamson
 S.F.(Steve) Andrunyk

 R.W. Bailey
 C. Bilou
 Hon. Henry P.(Budge) Bell-lrving
 Art Bird
 C.E. (Cliff) Black
 Ed Bradish
 W.A-Doug Burns
Harvy Butterworth

R.S. (Stan) Cameron
Paul Charles
E.J. (Jack) Childs

Jack Delorme
Fred Delyea
J.A. (John) Dougan
Del Dreger
W.M. (William) Dunbar
Leslie Duncan

T.E. Fontaine
S.J. (Sid) Fry
N.A. (Norm) Furnell

George Geddes
D.I. (lan) Grahame
Archie Greene

Rev. Warren (Tiny) Hall
Dr. J.F. (Jack) Haley
John Harris
Steve Henke
Dr. C.R. (Ron) Hill
W.G. (Walter) Holmes
Tom Huntington

Alon Johnson

George Kitching
Alee Kohuch

427 Hansen St.
34 Johnson St., Ste. A7

4936 Chancellor Blvd
8468 - 13th Ave.
#42-2236 Folkstone Way
3937 Lauder Road
12-3603 27th Ave.
#101-3377 Capilano Road
#104-945 McClure St.
5914 Ralston Dr.

Penticton, BC
Barrie, ON

Vancouver, BC
Burnaby, BC
W. Vancouver, BC
Victoria, BC
Vernon, BC
N. Vancouver, BC
Victoria, BC
Nanaimo, BC

c/o General Delivery        Yale, BC
R.R. #2                 Summerland, BC
7300 Bell-McKinnon Rd,RR4 Duncan, BC

8897 - 158 Street
R.R.I, Site 6, Comp 17
6701 Welch Road
2850 Richmond Rd.
112 Cheryl Place
#104-147 Green Ave. W.

6709 Griffiths Ave,
2840 Lardeau PI.
428 Heritage Cres.

1850 Chandler Ave.
#175-27111 Zero Ave.
1325 Rockland Ave,

P.O. Box 901
11-300 Plaskett Place
335 Harwell Road
13 Colo Close, Mountain C
920 St. Andrews Lane
#703-4221 Mayberry St.
#306-710-16th Ave. NE

#4-608 St. Charles St.

3434 Bonair Place
#301 - 35 Newcastle Ave.

    Surrey, BC
    Thunder Bay, ON
    Saanichton, BC
    Victoria, BC
    Nanaimo, BC
    Penticton, BC

    Burnaby, BC
    Vernon, BC
    Okotoks, AB

    Victoria, BC
    Aldergrove, BC
    Victoria, BC

    Gold River, BC
    Victoria, BC
    Nanaimo, BC

Creek, Australia
    Parksville, BC
    Burnaby, BC
    Calgary, AB

    Victoria, BC

    Victoria, BC
    Nanaimo, BC



Charlie Lamberton
D.J. (Dave) LaRiviere
Elmer (Duke) Lenglet
Gordon Lewis
M.R. (Melvin) Likes

A.D. (Alex) MacDonald
E.M.K. (Keith) MacGregor
Mike Markowsky
Pat McBratney
Jack McBride
Frank McDougal
Gordon Mclntosh
Dr. J.A. (Jim) McNally
J.G. Milnes
Wilf Morreau
Dave Mundy
J.W. (Jim) Musgrove

420 Strang Drive
975 East 41st Ave.
284 Drysdale Blvd.
#26-1160 Shellbourne Blvd
P.O. Box 72

#504-1315 Cardero St.
#310, 1010 Bristol Rd.
4238 Granville St.
699 Buck Road
21065 - 56th Ave.
720 Keith Street
#40-15875 - 20th Ave
2833 Parkside Dr.
R.R. #1, Box 1, Site 6
3731 Fir Street S.
130 Mariner's Lane
4039 Elise Place

Ralph Paulsen
    Winter:

Otto Peters
David Petrie (WW1)

J.H. (Harry) Quarton

Douglas Rogers
Kent Rogers
Jack Rosser

             2513 Glengarry Rd.
             3301-58 Ave N. Lot 309
             4480 Urquart Cres.

Extended Care, 2166 Mt. Newton Rd

      RR2, Site 80C, 9310 Milne Rd.

             #5-4300 Stoneywood Ln
             262 Alder Street
             212, 3035 Ross Road

Ken Sherwood
L.D. (Lou) Smith
Wm. (Bill) Smith
Harold Smythe
S.D. (Dan) Spicer
Fred Stepchuk
J.R.(Jim) Stone
R.H. (Bob) Summersgill
Terrance Swan
Nick Sykes

L.E. (Les) Taplin
Len Tuppen

Jack Washburn
Ernie White
W.T. (Wilf) Whitlock
F.J. (Jack) Wrate

6138 Marsh Road
1650 Westminster Ave.
Site 15, Comp 1, RR3
#822 - 440 Simcoe St.
2080 Okanagan Ave.
2499 - 15th Ave.
Apt 423, 540 Dallas Road
2434 Mathers Ave.
975 Linkleas Ave.
18177 - 59th Ave.

11721 Cascade Drive
2030 Hornby Place

5516 Ocean Place
12128 - 94A Street
Site 31A - RR1
#10-999 Burnaby Ave.

RR2 Ladysmith, BC
Vancouver, BC
Kelowna, BC
Campbell River, BC
Madeira Park, BC

Vancouver, BC
Victoria, BC
Vancouver, BC
Kelowna, BC
Langley, BC
Moose Jaw, SK
Surrey, BC
Lethbridge, AB
Boswell, BC
Burnaby, BC
Salt Spring Is.,BC
Victoria, BC

Mississauga, ON
St. Petersburg,FL
Prince George, BC
Saanichton, BC

Summerland, BC

Victoria, BC
Campbell River, BC
Nanaimo, BC

Duncan, BC
Port Coquitlan, BC
Penticton, BC
Victoria, BC
Salmon Arm, BC
Port Alberni, BC
Victoria, BC
W. Vancouver, BC
Victoria, BC
Surrey, BC

Delta, BC
Sidney, BC

W. Vancouver, BC
Grande Prairie, AB
Summerland, BC
Penticton, BC
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B.C. ASSOCIATION - LADY MEMBERS

Mrs. Alice Barbour
Mrs. Mary Beaton
Mrs. R. Beaudry
Mrs. Garry Browne
Mrs. labella dark
Mrs. Elsie Craig
Mrs. Mary Dack
Mrs. Phyllis Darlington
Mrs. Bessie Gibson
Mrs. A.L. Gracie
Mrs. Katherine Guthrie
Mrs. Jean Hughson
Mrs. Irene Jackson
Mrs. Marjorie Jefferson

Mrs. Ellen Jones
Mrs. Mary Jones
Mrs. Joan Key
Mrs. Maggie Lilley
Mrs. Mickey MacDonald
Mrs. Peggie McEwan
Mrs. Jean McKenzie
Mrs. Jessie Middleton
Mrs. Iris Moroz
Mrs. Margaret Nelson
Mrs. Tina Oakey
Mrs. Vera Paupst
Mrs. Phyll Remple
Mrs. Dorothy Rowlatt
Mrs. Gwen Russell
Mrs. Marjorie Sheldrake
Mrs. Nellie Stock!

#313 - 1575 Begbie Street
#17 - 3968 Cedar Hill Road
3838 Epsom Drive
1920 St. Ann Street
RR4, Site 97, Comp. 13
2239 Amherst Avenue
Box 132
#102-3160 Irma Street
#201-1840 Argyll Avenue
#41B-2800 Alwood
1563 Stevens Street
691 Erminskin Avenue
P.O. Box 1306
c/o Douglas Manor

  657 Niagara Street
15823 Essex Place
#430-3051 Shelborne Street
#310-685 Niagara Street
11803 Harper Drive
459 Balsam Street
#308-41 Sunset Blvd.
#402, 1440 Beach Drive
1869 Dahl Crescent
Box 226
1619 Augusta Avenue
#223, 10636 - 120 Street
#127-13725 - 72A Avenue
#308, 2119 Oak Bay Ave.
#120, 1653 - 140 Street
Box 935
#129-1680 Poplar Avenue
8120 Osier Street

EDMONTON ASSOCIATION

L.E.A. (Lee) Ahlstrom
E.T. Allan
Amby Ambrose
Jim Anderson

Mike Antonio
Gordon Armstrong
James Ashmore
Chris Atkin
Georgina Atkin

7 Courtney Drive
Present Address Unknown
Box 1
30 Finmere, North Lake

Box 364
5703 - 189 Street
Box 23
13125 - 27 Street
13125 - 27 Street

Sherwood Park, AB T8A 5K7

Lake Isle, AB
Bracknell, Berks
England
Hythe, AB
Edmonton, AB
Blue Ridge, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

TOE 1HO
RG12 7WF

TOH 2CO
T6M 2G8
TOE OBO
T5A 3Y9
T5A 3Y9
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Victoria, BC V8R 1L2
Victoria, BC V8N 3B8
Victoria, BC V8T 3S5
Victoria, BC V8R 5W1
Summerland, BC VOH 1ZO
Sidney, BC V8L 2G5
Enderby, BC VOE 1VO
Victoria, BC V9A 1S8
Nanaimo, BC V9S 3K7
Clearbrook, BC V2T 3R9
White Rock, BC V4B 4Y4
Parksville, BC V9P 1G2
Chemainus, BC VOR 1KO

Victoria, BC V8V 2P9
White Rock, BC V4A 5L2
Victoria, BC V8R6T2
Victoria, BC V8V 4X7
Vernon, BC V1B 1B9
Qualicum Beach, BC V9K 1H9
Perth, ON K7H 3H8
Victoria, BC V8S 2N8
Abbotsford, BC V2S 4B3
Sheho, SK SOA3TO
Burnaby, BC V5A 4P1
Edmonton, AB T5H 4L5
Surrey, BC V3W OS4
Victoria, BC V8R 1E8
Surrey, BC V4A 4A1
Chase, BC VOE 1MO
Victoria, BC V8P 4K9
Vancover, BC V6P 4E2



Glenn Balombin
Frerderick S. Bath
P.J. (Paddy) Bawn
Marshall Baydala
Malcolm Beaton
Ed Beaudry
Danny Beauregard
Colin Bell
Russell Benton
Bill Bewick
Jack Birmingham
Dave Bittman
Jack Boddington
Howard Bone
John Bowen
R. Bower
Ed Boyd
Dave Boyer
Fred Brien
Mel Brown
Daniel J. Burke
James Burndred
Alex Burrows
Shierlaw Burry
Paul Bury
Rowland Butterwick

John Caldwell
Angus Campbell
David Campbell
Rod Campbell
Roily Castagner
R.W. Chapman
Joe Chenger
Stan Chettleborough
Jack Childs
Chris Chodan
Ed Clancy
Trevor J. dark
Paul Cote
Leo Cote
Ken Coupland
Ed Cox
Bill Craig

Bill Craik
Ralph Craven

Brougham Deegan
Gordon de Korver

13236 - 76 Street            :
Heritage Man.1613 - 5A Ave
7115 - 93 Avenue          :
12771 - 118 Street           :
4612 Greenview Dr. NE    '
Box 2, Site 201, RR2
12082 - 58 Street
5 Belmont Drive           ,
12105 - 146 Avenue        :
40 Scenic Cresc. Dr. NW
4312 - 105 Avenue
12015 - 133 Avenue
9740 - 91 Street             :
12908 - 78 Street
#8, Elsinore Place
#4, 11327 - 95 Street
5904 Fulton Road
5003 - 1st Street NW
54 Fulton Avenue
5024 - 54 Street
206 Young Street
6211 - 18 Street SE
#2512, 641 Bathgate Drive
Box 279
5406 - 56 Street
Box 19

PMQ 503, 10523-150 Ave.
4512 - 109 Avenue
133 Grosvenor Blvd.
8736 - 89 Avenue
12 Cliff Cres Maple Ridge Pk
14008 - 90 Avenue
2028 - 19 Street, S.
12014 - 105 Street
7300 Bell-McKinnonRd,RR4
#216, 14111 - 101A Street
20 Ranchero Rise
11007-36 Street
#1403, 11230 St. Albert Tr.
12103 107 Street
115 Wellington Crescent
#4, 101 Grove Drive
Mewburn Veterans' Home
mail: c/o 10519 - 56 Ave.
1917 - 9 Avenue N.
4116 - 126 Street

#151, 14012 - 102 Street
11916 - 34 Street

 Edmonton, AB
 Wainwright, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Tofield, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 St. Albert, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Ottawa, ON
 Yellowknife, NT
 Ottawa, ON
 Calgary, AB
 Ottawa, ON
 Fallis, AB
 Beaumont, AB
 Brownfield, AB

 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 St. Albert, AB
 Edmonton, AB

c Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Lethbridge, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Duncan, BC
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Spruce Grove, AB
 Spruce Grove, AB

 Edmonton, AB
 Lethbridge, AB
 Edmonton, AB

 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB



Mark Denny
Elmer Devore

Bill Dewitz
Ron Dmetruk
John Dougan
John Drake
Jimmy Duncan
R.R. Duquette
W.A. (Bill) Dushenski

Frank Eakin
Gordon Edey
Art Edge
lan G. Edwards
Don Ellett
Frans Erickson

C.W. Faulkner
Edward Federation
Ivan Feldberg
H.G. (Gig) Field
Madoc Finch
Dennis Fleck
Reg Flowers
Jim Foote
Ken Froland
SidFry
Chris Fuchs
Henry Funk
Norm Furnell

Fred Gale
Brandon Galulden
Fred Gaschnitz
Matt Gaulden
Dave Gaulter
Carl Geeraert
A.H. (Buck) Getschel
Henry Giesbrecht
N.B. (Barry) Giffen
Justin Gillis
Jack Goruk
Don Gower
Bill Grady
Albert Grandbois
Norm Greene
Pat Grier
John Guay

12 Garland Place           St. Albert, AB
#302, 210 Mayor Magrath Drive N.

                           Lethbridge.AB
Box 4795                 Barrhead, AB
10971 - 92 Street          Edmonton, AB
6701 Welch Road          Saanichton, BC
7914 - 77 Avenue          Edmonton, AB
Box 114                  Clairmont, AB
#16, 10160 - 119 Street     Edmonton, AB

Barrhead, AB
Edmonton, AB
Saanichton, BC
Edmonton, AB
Clairmont, AB
Edmonton, AB

c/o#201-11738 Kingsway Ave. Edmonton, AB

#906, 30 Humberline Drive
12147 Fletcher Street
9319-70 Avenue
104 Village Downs
1323 Knottwood Road
10930 - 80 Avenue

8123 - 86 Avenue
No Address
Box 536
14018 - 100 Avenue
Box 3061
14717 - 40 Avenue
Mewburn, 11440 Univ. Ave.
#104, 10630 - 42 Avenue
620 S Gramercy PI, Apt312
2840 Lardeau Place
#406, 14915 - 102A Street
9738 - 71 Avenue
428 Heritage Crescent

634 - 25 Avenue NW
#104, 55 Akins Drive
12832 - 127 Street
18 Beacon Crescent
RR#1
1020 Nicola Street
#705, 8610 Jasper Avenue
3212 Carol Drive NW
1210 Hewgill PI.
1049 Moyer Drive
5040 - 4 IE Avenue
143 Oeming Road
10703 - 152 Avenue
Box 694
13 Beaverbrook Crescent
9241 - 52 Street
Box 23

Rexdale, ON
Maple Ridge, BC
Edmonton, AB
Sherwood Park, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

Edmonton, AB

Evansburg, AB
Edmonton, AB
Ft. Sask, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Los Angeles, CA
Vernon, BC
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Okotoks, AB

Calgary, AB
St. Albert, AB
Edmonton, AB
St. Albert, AB
Thorsby, AB
Kamloops, BC
Edmonton, AB
Calgary, AB
Edmonton, AB
Sherwood Pk, AB
Taber. AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Westlock, AB
St. Albert, AB
Edmonton, AB
Perryvale, AB

T8N 1Z4

T1H 3P8
T7N1A6
T5H 1W2
V8M 1W6
T6C OK9
TOH OWO
T5K 1Y9
T5GOX5

M9W 6K8
V2K 6L1
T6E OT8
T8A 4L6
T6K 2K5
T6G OR1

T6C 1J2

TOE OTO
T5N OJ3
T8L 2T1
T6R 1N1
T6G 1Z1
T6J 2W6
90005-3271
V1T 7V7
T5E 4L7
T6E OW6
TOL 1T3

T2M2A9
T8N 3M6
T5L 1A7
T8N OA3
TOC 2PO
V2C 2S1
T5H 3S5
T2L OK6
T6R 2K5
T8A 1E7
TOK 2GO
T6R 1M3
T5E 2S5
TOG 2LO
T9N 2L3
T6B 1G3
TOG 1TO
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Warren Haney
Ryan Hanna
Chuck Harrop
Ralph Hawkins
Michael Hawryluk
George Henderson
Bob Hidson
Tom Hidson
Jim Hodson
Richard Houle
Edmund Howard
Henry Howard
Tom Huntington

Pat Ireland

John A. Jackson
Keith Jacquard
Sid James
Kevin Jensen
Alon Johnson
Brad Johnson
Wayne Johnston
? Johnston
Glenn Jones
Stan Jones

Steve Kmiech
Peter Kutinski

Gerald Lacombe
Len Lamoureux
Vie Lawrence
F.J. Leach
Ron LeBas
Bruno Lemay
Sam Lenko
Warren Loewen
Steve Lotoski
William Lukaniuk

Jack Mackie
John C. Mah
Chuck Marshall
Alex Matheson

Don Matheson
Bob Matheson
Don Matsen
Andrew Melville
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Box 2210 Dawson Creek, BC V1G 4K9
New address unknown
#706,15424 - 84 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5R 3L4
12009 - 86 Street Edmonton, AB T5B 3K5
2811 - 31 Street SW Calgary, AB T3E 2N9
225 Sun Canyon Cresc. SE Calgary, AB T2X2V7
6424 - 84 Street Edmonton, AB T6E 2W9
885 Renfrew Street Winnipeg, MB R3N 1K5
1 Broomfield Drive Ft. Sask., AB T8L 2M5
10981 - 74 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6G OE5
13847 - 25 Street Edmonton, AB T5Y 1B1
Address unknown
#306, 710 - 16 Avenue NE Calgary, AB T2E6V9

Box 1199 High Prairie, AB TOG 1EO

13331 - 96 Street Edmonton, AB T5E 4B5
431 Klarvatten Lake Wynd Edmonton, AB T5Z 3B9
Box 100 Killam, AB TOB 2LO
5927 - 138 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5A 1E4
#4, 608 St. Charles Street Victoria, BC V8S 3N7
Box 550 Grande Prairie, AB T8V 3A7
17820 - 103 Street Edmonton, AB T5X 5Y6
7324 - 44 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6K OV9
13 Garland Cres. Sherwood Park, AB T8A 2P3
10603 - 128 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5E OJ2

7012 - 92A Avenue Edmonton, AB T6B OT8
9127 - 72 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6E OY1

Box 7007 Bonnyville, AB T9N 2H4
General Delivery McLennan, AB TOH 2LO
Box 84 Spirit River, AB TOH 3GO
4425 - 5 Avenue, East Edson, AB T7E 1B7
6915 - 92B Avenue Edmonton, AB T6B OW1
4123 - 18 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6L 3M3
Box 294 Sangudo, AB TOE 2AO
10459 - 149 Street Edmonton, AB T5P 1L7
Box 125 Alberta Beach, AB TOE OAO
Box 13 Tomahawk, AB TOE 2HO

17936 - 57 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6M 1X4
7803 Buena Vista Road Edmonton, AB T5R 5R3
536 Woodbridge Way Sherwood Park, AB T8A 4G9
Box 305, Sunset Manor
110 W. Jasper Street Hinton, AB T7V 1X2
10324 Villa Avenue Edmonton, AB T5N 3T9
#54, 303 Twin Brooks Drive Edmonton, AB T6J 6V3
4931 - 34A Avenue Edmonton, AB T6L 3P7
New address unknown



Ernest Merrier
D.G. (Don) Miller
George Miller
Ramsey A. Monaghan
Bill Moody
Mario Morin
Owen L. Moses
Don Mundorf
Keith Mundorf
Lem. Mundorf
D.B. Mundy
John A. MacLean
Dave McAra
Art McCormack
Angus McCrimmon
E.A. McDonald
Lance McFadzen
Vern McGee
Doug McGowan
Hugh McKay
A. McLaren
Ed McLean
Sam McLeod
Mel McPhee
Gordon McVee
Dan McVicar

Tim Nathan
James Negrey
Alvin Nelson
Alan Nicholls
Bryan Northmore

Jeff Oshanyk

Sandy Pankewich
Gordon Pearcey
Otto Peters
Dave Petrie (WW1)

Ed Piasta
Jesse Pittman
Bill Polhil!
Ray Pollock
Wolf Preuss
Bob Prowd
Bill Purves

Box 163
58 Ridgemont Cr.
10435 - 104 Avenue
218 - 3rd Street
11227 - 126 Street
#304, 10716 - 107 Street
Box 247
General Delivery
9059 - 95 Street
12719 - 93 Street
130 Mariner's Lane
#116, 9711 - 101 Street
11215 - 53 Street
4735 - 25 Avenue
#110, 12 Deerfoot Terr., SE
#17, 10721 - 116 Street
#653, 15123 - 108 Street
#314, 13910 Stony Plain Rd
515 Twin Brooks Bay
11601 - 122 Street
7304 - 76 Street
14 Rosewood Place
Box 783
8703 - 52 Street
11916 - 51 Street
New address unknown

15007 - 122 Street
511 Wilderness Drive SE
Box 3394
9027 - 138 Street
#202, 12404 - 114 Avenue

Box 1143

7403 - 148 Avenue
10505 - 109 Avenue
General Delivery
Extended Care, Saanich

  2166 Mt. Newton Rd
9236 - 68 Street
53 Oatway Drive
5503 - 109 Street
Box RR2, Site 6
16309-112A Street
#7, 9508 - 100 Avenue
Box 23

Faust, ABTOG 0X0
Sherwood Park, ABT8A 5N1
Grande Prairie, ABT8V 1G1
Morden, MBR6M 1P2
Edmonton, ABT5M OR3
Edmonton, ABT5H 2Z1
Fort McLeod, ABTOL OZO
Clyde, ABTOG OPO
Edmonton, ABT6C 3W7
Edmonton, ABT5E 3S9
Salt Spring Is., BCV6K 1S6
Ft. Saskatchewan, AB T8L 1V3
Edmonton, ABT5W 3K8
Edmonton, ABT6L 6J2
Calgary, ABT2J 7E6
Edmonton, ABT5A 3M3
Edmonton, ABT5E 4Y1
Edmonton, ABT5N 3R2
Edmonton, ABT6J 6W6
Edmonton, ABT5M OB6
Edmonton, ABT6C 2J6
Sherwood Park, ABT8A 2H3
Grenfell, SKSOG 2BO
Edmonton, ABT6B 1E8
Edmonton, ABT5W 3G4

Edmonton, AB
Calgary, AB
Spruce Grove, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

Redwater, AB

     Edmonton, AB
     Grande Prairie, AB
     Williams Lake, BC

Penninsula, ECU #1 Rm
     Saanichton, BC
     Edmonton, AB
     Stony Plain, AB
     Edmonton, AB
     Grande Prairie, AB
     Edmonton, AB
     Grande Prairie, AB
     Hythe,AB

 T5X 5G6
 T2J2W6
 T7X3A7
 T5R OE5
 T5M 3M5

 TOA 2WO

 T5G 2T5
 T8V 1S4
 V2G 2P3

227
 V8M 2B2
 T6B 1S6
 TOE2GO
 T6H 3A7
 T8V 2Z9
 T5X 2B5
 T8V OT1
 TOH 2CO

Art Quinn #33, 10 Grange Drive St. Albert, AB T8N 5Z2



Bryan Read
H. "Buster" Reay
Fred K. Reesor
Art Robinson
Bernie Robitaille
Wally Ross
Barry Roth
Fred Russell
L. Ryan

Max Saville
Linley A. Schaffer
G.C. (Ford) Schiller
David Scott
Ronald Scott
Bill Shaw
George Smart
J.G. Smith
W.D. (Bill) Smith
William H. Smith
Chad Spencer
E.R. Springsteel
Glen L. Springsteel
Bernie Stanton
Frank Stefaniak
Neale Stevens
Doug Stewart
Ken Stewart
L.E. Stewart
Terrance Stewart
Jim Stone

Brian Stonehouse
Ron Storrier
Joe Sutler
Charlie Swan

G. Tackaberry
Jeffery Taylor
William G. Taylor
Bill Teleske
Louie Thadei
Peter Thiesson
Donald Thomson
W.J. Thompson
Doug Thorlakson
Paul Tobolski
Bruce Topham
L. Tosczak
Jack Toy

2-52212 Range Rd 272
RR2
#1109, 2400 Virginia Dr.
239 Grandin Village
5611 - 124A Avenue
9603 - 142 Street
66 Card Crescent
4434 - 147 Street
361 Isack Drive

Box 164
1232- 118 Avenue
1144 Mountdale Avenue
#210, 7300 Gilbert Rd.
Box 117
8723 - 93 Avenue
1012 - 16 Avenue
4807 - 46 Avenue
Box 332
Box 246
2108 - 39 Street
Box 13, Site 3, RR1
906 Emerson Rd.
#30, 500 Lessard Drive
Box 530
New address unknown
7815 - 148 Avenue
12115 - 129 Street
#402, 10950 - 82 Avenue
5118 - 149 Avenue
#425 Somerset House

  540 Dallas Road
16527 - 102 Street
8128 - 167 Street
Mewburn, 11440 Univer.Av.
5312 - 39 Street

#704, 10015 - 119 Street
13511 - 91 Street
64 Rifle Range
9749 - 71 Street
Box 3225
8932 - 105 Avenue
#1104, 9649 - 94 Avenue
Box 413
153 Cornall Court
Box 38
9158 - 179 Avenue
Site 51, 1133FindlayRd.
#21, 10160 - 119 Street

Spruce Grove, AB
Red Deer, AB
Ottawa, ON
St. Albert, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Red Deer, AB
Edmonton, AB
Windsor, ON

Erickson, BC
Dawson Creek, BC
Thunder Bay, ON
Richmond, BC
Ashmont, AB
Edmonton, AB
Cold Lake, AB
Athabasca, AB
Alberta Beach, AB
Houston, BC
Edmonton, AB
Thorsby, AB
High River, AB
Edmonton, AB
Evansburg, AB

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB

Victoria, BC
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Innisfail, AB

Edmonton, AB
Edmonton, AB
Hamilton, ON
Edmonton, AB
Ketchikan, AL
Grande Prairie, AB
Grande Prairie, AB
Hythe, AB
Edmonton, AB
Banff, AB
Edmonton, AB
Kelowna, BC
Edmonton, AB

T7X3R6
T4N 5E2
K1H 8L3
T8N 2J3
T5W 5E9
T5N 2M8
T4P 2E3
T6H 5V1
N8S 3V9

VOB 1KO
V1G 3H3
P7E 3A1
V7C 3W2
TOA OCO
T6C1T7
TOA OV4
T9S 1H8
TOEOA2
VOJ 1ZO
T6L 4L9
TOC 2PO
T1V 1B1
T6M 1G1
TOE OTO

T5C 2T8
T5L 1H3
T6G 2R9
T5A 3P1

V8V 4X9
T5X 2G9
T5R 2T6
T6G 1Z1
TOM 1AO

T5K 1Y7
T5E 3P9
L8S 3B4
T6E OW5
99901 USA
T8K 1H9
T8V 6H3
TOH 2CO
T5C 3C3
TOL OCO
T5Z 2K1
VI X 5A9
T5K 1Y9
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Joe TurionsBox 352High Prairie, ABTOG 1EO
David Turnbull#43,6220 - 172 StreetEdmonton, ABT5T 3R4
D- Turner8735 - 77 AvenueEdmonton, ABT6C OL6
Leslie Tywoniuk#102, 9203 - 144 AvenueEdmonton, ABT5E 2H7

Jethro Ulrich9757 - 89 AvenueEdmonton, ABT6E 2S9

Troy Vanbostelen25 Lincoln CrescentSt. Albert, ABT8N 3M9

Don Wade2012 Bonneville CourtSherwood Park, ABT8A OY6
Keith Wakefield14424 - 86 AvenueEdmonton, ABT5R 4B3
Carl Walford15006 - 83 AvenueEdmonton, ABT5R 3T2
Bob Wall#105, 354 Woodvale Rd, E.Edmonton, ABT6L 5E9
Mark WankiewiczBox 486Lament, ABTOB 2RO
Earl M. Watt64 Westmoon Bay EastWinnipeg, MBR2J 1Y9
Barney WeirRR 1Two Hills, ABTOB 4KO
Kevin Weidlich#216, 14111 - 101A StreetEdmonton, ABT5E 4H7
R.N. Weizenbach26, 53310 Range Rd 221Ardrossan, ABTOB OEO
Andrew Weninger10981 - 74 AvenueEdmonton, ABT6G OE5
Vince Westacott12127 - 53 StreetEdmonton, ABT5W 3L8
Wynyard Wharton9674 - 182 StreetEdmonton, ABT5T 5C3
Ernie White12128 - 94A StreetGrande Prairie, ABT8V 5C3
C.F. WhiteBox 144Spirit River, ABTOH 3GO
Dwain White30 Astor CommonSherwood Park, ABT8H 1M6
Maurice White5208 - 109 AvenueEdmonton, ABT6A 1S1
Ben WhitmoreAddress unknown
Bob Wilson8750 - 78 AvenueEdmonton, ABT6C ON6
Roy WilsonBox 375Lumby, BCVOE 2GO
Jim Woods164 MacEwenRidgeVillasNW Calgary, ABT3K 4G3

ElyYezBox 339Alberta Beach, ABTOE OAO
Brendan Yuill14746 - 48 AvenueEdmonton, ABT6H 5N2

Joseph ZakBox 414Coleman, ABTOK OMO
Bruce Zawalsky5819 - 115 StreetEdmonton, ABT6H 3P9

Regular Membership is available to anyone who has ever been a soldier in The Loyal Edmonton Regiment
or its perpetuated units.

EDMONTON BRANCH - ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

lan Burrows

Bruce Campbell
Lonnie Croal
Tornilo Fabris
Don Henry
Guiseppe Imbalzano
Frank Kozar

Crosswinds, #2512 -

6 Valleyview Point
3107 - 199 Street
13120-133 Street
Box 1612
CP 6079
11153 - 34A Avenue

641 Bathgate Dr.
     Ottawa, ONK1 K 3Y3
     Edmonton, ABT5R 5T4
     Edmonton, ABT6M 2N6
     Edmonton, ABT5L 1T1
     Vermilion, ABTOB 4MO
     Rome, Italy00195
     Edmonton, ABT6J 3M2
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Box 352 High Prairie, AB TOG 1EO
#43, 6220 - 172 Street Edmonton, AB T5T 3R4
8735 - 77 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6C OL6
#102, 9203 - 144 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5E 2H7

9757 - 89 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6E 2S9

25 Lincoln Crescent St. Albert, AB T8N 3M9

2012 Bonneville Court Sherwood Park, AB T8A OY6
14424 - 86 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5R 4B3
15006 - 83 Avenue Edmonton, AB T5R3T2
#105, 354 Woodvale Rd, E. Edmonton, AB T6L 5E9
Box 486 Lament, AB TOB 2RO
64 Westmoon Bay East Winnipeg, MB R2J 1Y9
RR 1 Two Hills, AB TOB 4KO
#216, 14111 - 101A Street Edmonton, AB T5E 4H7
26, 53310 Range Rd 221 Ardrossan, AB TOB OEO
10981 - 74 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6G OE5
12127 - 53 Street Edmonton, AB T5W 3L8
9674 - 182 Street Edmonton, AB T5T 5C3
12128 - 94A Street Grande Prairie, AB T8V 5C3
Box 144 Spirit River, AB TOH3GO
30 Astor Common Sherwood Park, AB T8H 1M6
5208 - 109 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6A 1S1
Address unknown
8750 - 78 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6C ON6
Box 375 Lumby, BC VOE2GO
164 MacEwenRidgeVillasNWCalgary, AB T3K 4G3

Box 339 Alberta Beach, AB TOE OAO
14746 - 48 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6H 5N2

Box 414 Coleman, AB TOK OMO
5819-115 Street Edmonton, AB T6H 3P9



Laune Thorlakson
Mitchell Turions

153 Cornall Court         Edmonton, AB     T5C 3C3
#206, 435 Beaver Dam Road NE

                         Calgary, AB        T2K 6J9

Adults who have not been soldiers in the Regiment are welcome to apply for Associate Membership. We
particularly welcome Cadet Instructor Cadre Officers, former cadets from affiliated corps, and children of
officers and men serving or who have served in the Regiment. Annual membership dues shall be the same
as for Regular Members: they shall have full privileges, no voting powers.

EDMONTON BRANCH - LADY MEMBERS

 Florence Atkinson
 Edith Beaton
 Betty Betford
 Doreen Blakely
 Peggy Bolinski
 Ester Bowen
 Mary Dack
Cecilia Dombrowski
LiLlian Jones
Violet E. Kirby
Bessie-Ann MacKay
Marg Maxwell
Isobel Morgan
Win Morris
Betty Myers
Margaret Papirnick
Iris Parry
Doris Petley
Ethel Poulton
Lorha Reesor
Betty Rhodes
Queenie Ross
Francis Rosser
Jessie St. Pierre

Kathleen Smart
Edna Squarok
Betty Storrier
Jane Todd
Dot Turner
Annie Walker
Loreen Whelan
Edna Wismer

 Box 1261
 12311 - 105 Street
9812 - 91 Avenue
 11719- 125 Street
9720 - 80 Avenue
#1114, 13910 Stony Pl.Rd
Box 132
7624 - 83 Street
10342- 145 Street
#702, 11020 - 53 Avenue
New address unknown
#406, 3285 Pembina Hwy
Box 54
9519 - 140 Avenue
#301, 12406- 112 Avenue
#901, 11503-100 Avenue
9615- 159 Street
3212 Lancaster Way, SW
#205, 4410-117 Avenue
#1109-2400 Virginia Dr.
12224-80 Street
3740 Kerrydale Road, SW
Box 180
#108, Durham County, 350

1012 -16 Avenue
#515, 13805-75 Street
#1105-9917- 110 Street
#401, 10743- 107 Street
8735 - 77 Avenue
9913- 109 Street
Box 133
#27,451 OC&E Trail

 Beaverlodge.AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Grande Prairie, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Enderby, BC
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB

 Winnipeg, MB
 Rochester, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Ottawa, ON
 Edmonton, AB
 Calgary, AB
 Ashmont, AB

Hooper Cres
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Edmonton, AB
 Ft. Saskatchewan, /
 Rycroft, AB
 Lacombe, AB

   TOA OCO
   T5G 2P2
   T8V OG2
   T5M ON7
   T6E 1 S7
   T5N 3R2
   VOE 1VO
   T6C 2Y6
   T5N 2X7
   T6H OS4

   R3V1T7
  TOG 1ZO
  T5E 5Z9
  T5M 2S9
  T5K 2K7
  T5P 2Z1
  T3E 5W4
  T5W 4Z8
   K1 H 8L3
  T5B 2P3
  T3E 4T2
  TOA OCO

  T5Y1A1
  TOA OV4
  T5C 3H8
  T5K 2N4
  T5H 2Y9
  T6C OL6

AB T8L 2K3
  TOH 3AO
  T4L 1 B7

Widows of deceased members are automatically placed on our membership roll as Associate members.
If we have not had any communication from them for a couple of years we must presume that they are
no longer interested in belonging to our Association and the Associate Member will be taken off our Roll.
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Mount Sorrel
The Somme 1916
Flers-Courcelette
Ancre Heights
Arras 1917-1918
Vimy
Hill 70
Ypres 1917
Passchendaeie
Amiens
Scarpe 1918
Hindenburg Line
Canal du Nord
Persuit to Mons
France and Flanders

  1915
          **

Landing in Sicily
Piazza Armerina
Leonforte
Agira

    In Memory of All Ranks
             of the

         49th Battalion,
 Canadian Expeditionary Force

              and
 The Loyal Edmonton Regiment

who gave their lives for Sovereign
   and Country in the cause of

 freedom, and to commemorate
    the actions fought by the

           Regiment.

They shall not grow old,
As we that are left grow old;
Age shall not weary them
Nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun
And in the morning
We will remember them.

Adrano
Troina Valley
Sicily 1943
Coile d'Anchise
The Gully
Ortona
Liri Valley
Hitler Line
Gothic Line
Monteciccardo
Monte Luro
Rimini Line
San Fortunate
Pisciatelio
Savio Bridgehead
Naviglio Canal
Fosse Munio
Italy 1943-1945
Apeldoorn
North-West Europe


